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Abstract
We compare heterotic string models on orbifolds with supergravity models on smooth
compact spaces, obtained by resolving the orbifold singularities. Our main focus is on
heterotic E8 × E′8 models on the resolution of the compact T 6/Z3 orbifold with Wilson
lines. We explain how different gauge fluxes at various resolved fixed points can be
interpreted in blow down as Wilson lines. Even when such Wilson lines are trivial from
the orbifold perspective, they can still lead to additional symmetry breaking in blow–up.
Full agreement is achieved between orbifold and resolved models, at the level of gauge
interactions, massless spectrum and anomaly cancellation. In this matching the blow–up
modes are of crucial importance: they play the role of model–dependent axions involved
in the cancellation of multiple anomalous U(1)’s on the resolution. We illustrate various
aspects by investigating blow–ups of a Z3 MSSM model with two Wilson lines: if all
its fixed points are resolved simultaneously, the SM gauge group is necessarily broken.
Finally, we explore in detail the anomaly cancellation on the complex two dimensional
resolution of C2/Z2.
1 Introduction
Orbifold compactification of the heterotic string [1] has been one of the first approaches
to string phenomenology. In the past, vast scans of possible 4D models were undertaken
with the aim of reproducing the spectrum and the interactions of the Standard Model
of particle physics or of a supersymmetric extension of it (MSSM), see e.g. [2]. The
interest in this approach has been recently revived with the initial goal to obtain “orbifold
GUTs” [3] from string compactifications [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. With this technology in mind,
the original aim of building a 4D MSSM model was re–established, leading to many
successful constructions [7, 9] that are nowadays some of the best known string models
(for other constructions see e.g. [10, 11, 12, 13]).
The orbifold constructions have proven to be one of the most successful approaches to
string phenomenology, yet this approach has a severe limitation: exact string quantization
is only possible on the orbifold, as it is constructed by combining free conformal field
theories (CFTs). This means that “calculability” is limited to a single point in the moduli
space of the model. This does not mean that away from the orbifold point one has no
control over the resulting 4D model: we can describe a model away from the orbifold
point by giving vevs to some twisted states. Nevertheless, this extrapolation away from
the orbifold point in moduli space is sensible only if these vevs are sufficiently small.
Otherwise, the standard truncation to the 4D supergravity Lagrangian cannot be trusted.
However, there are good reasons to consider big deformations of the orbifold model:
having access to only a limited region in moduli space makes it virtually impossible to
achieve an efficient moduli stabilization mechanism or to study supersymmetry breaking
vacua.
In order to overcome this obstacle, it would be crucial to combine the model building
power of orbifold constructions with an approach able to characterize realistic models
away from the orbifold point in moduli space, i.e. when the orbifold singularities are
resolved [14]. This is the main intention of this paper. To do so, we build on the results
of [15], where the resolutions of Cn/Zn singularities were considered. The freedom in
the embedding of the U(1) bundle on these resolution spaces into the SO(32) gauge
group of 10D heterotic supergravity allowed for the construction of a range of resolved
models in 4D and 6D. These models could be matched with the corresponding singular
orbifold models built by quantizing the heterotic string on Cn/Zn, with n = 2, 3, using
the standard CFT techniques. In this matching it was crucial to “blow–up” the orbifold
model by giving a vev to a certain twisted scalar which defines the “blow–up mode” [16].
This matching was refined in [17], where the issues of multiple anomalous U(1)’s and
generalized Green–Schwarz mechanisms were addressed. Using toric geometry [18] this
program can be carried out to a much wider class of orbifold singularities.
In the present paper we want to consider the E8×E′8 heterotic string on the compact
orbifold T 6/Z3. (For a discussion of the heterotic SO(32) string on such an orbifold, see
e.g. [19].) The compactness of this orbifold is very relevant for phenomenology since,
apart from a finite 4D Planck mass, it allows us to include discrete Wilson lines, which
are crucial for model building. To prepare for our study of this compact orbifold, we
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extend the results of [15] to the E8×E′8 heterotic string on C3/Z3 in Section 2. We first
recall the resolved geometry and the form of U(1) bundles on it. After this we consider all
possible E8×E′8 embeddings of the U(1) flux and describe the resulting five inequivalent
resolved models. We relate each resolution model to a known heterotic orbifold model
by switching on a certain blow–up mode. We check that the vev of this twisted state is
essentially compatible with F– and D–flatness. Finally, we explain how one can use field
redefinitions to understand that their spectra agree in detail.
In Section 3 we construct the resolution of the compact T 6/Z3 orbifold by cutting
a local patch around each singularity and replacing it by the resolved space with U(1)
bundles, as described in Section 2. The matching in the absence of discrete Wilson lines
seems to be a straightforward extension of the results of Section 2. However, two minor
complications arise: firstly, the superpotential in the compact case is generically more
complicated than the non–compact one, hence F–flatness needs to be rechecked. Secondly,
it is possible that there is a trivial Wilson line between two orbifold fixed points, which
in blow–up nevertheless leads to a further symmetry breaking.
From the resolution perspective, we interpret discrete Wilson lines as the possibility
of wrapping different fluxes around each resolved singularity. In other words, this free-
dom can be understood as non–trivial transition functions for the gauge backgrounds
going from one resolved singularity to the other. We study the consistency conditions
for the transition functions. Furthermore, we show that the presence of these transition
functions affects the computation of the unbroken 4D gauge group and of the localized
(twisted) and delocalized (untwisted) matter spectrum. We conclude this section with
two examples: the first example illustrates how to embed a discrete Wilson line on the
resolution of T 6/Z3 and exemplifies the possibility of having multiple anomalous U(1)’s
in compact blow–ups. The second example demonstrates some of the potential conse-
quences of blowing up all singularities for semi–realistic MSSM–like models: contrary to
the orbifold theory, in a full resolution of the model in exam the hypercharge U(1) is
necessarily broken.
In Section 4 we pass to the study of resolutions of the C2/Z2 orbifold and extend
the purely topological approach to the resolution of T 4/Z2 singularities, as considered
in [20]: there it was noted that the 6D anomaly polynomials of the heterotic orbifold
and of the related smooth models are not the same. We analyze this problem in the
same spirit of Section 2, matching the models at the level of the gauge interactions and
spectra after giving a vev to a suitable blow–up mode. We show that the matching of
the anomaly cancellations requires carefully considering the consequences of the field
redefinitions that make the U(1) charges of the models match.
The paper is concluded by Section 5, which summarizes our main findings.
2 Heterotic C3/Z3 orbifold and resolution models
We consider the heterotic string quantized on the singular space M4 × C3/Z3 and on
its resolution. We start by giving the geometrical details of the C3/Z3 singularity. Then
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we show how to resolve it and how to construct gauge fluxes on the resolution. After
this study of the geometry, we consider the heterotic string on the singular space and
on the resolution, leading to 4D heterotic orbifold and resolved models, respectively.
Finally, we investigate how the two classes of models match with particular care for the
anomaly cancellation: we show that, on the orbifold side, the standard Green–Schwarz
mechanism, involving one single universal axion, is combined with a Higgs mechanism
giving rise to the blow–up. On the resolution, this combination is mapped into a Green–
Schwarz mechanism involving two axions. These are mixtures of the orbifold axion and
of the blow–up mode. This identification is completed by the observation that the new
Fayet–Iliopoulos term produced on the resolution is nothing else than the (tree–level)
D–term due to the non–vanishing vev of the blow–up mode.
2.1 Orbifold and blow–up geometry
We start from C3 parameterized by the three complex coordinates Z˜A (A = 1, 2, 3), on
which the orbifold rotation Θ acts as
Θ : Z˜A 7−→ e2piiφA/3Z˜A, φ = (1, 1,−2) . (1)
The non–compact orbifold C3/Z3 is obtained by identifying those points in C
3 that are
mapped into each other by Θ. Such a space is singular in the fixed point {0}, and is
naturally equipped with a Ka¨hler potential, inherited from C3,
K
C
3/Z3 =
∑
A
¯˜ZAZ˜A . (2)
We can cover C3/Z3-{0} by means of three coordinate patches, defined as
U(A) ≡ {Z˜ ∈ C3|Z˜A 6= 0 , 0 < arg(Z˜A) < 2π/3} , A = 1, 2, 3 . (3)
It is convenient to choose new coordinates on the orbifold, which allow for a systematic
construction of a resolution of the singularity as a line bundle over CP2. In the language
of toric geometry [18, 21], the CP2 is called an exceptional divisor, and it replaces
the singularity in the resolution M3 of C3/Z3. When its volume shrinks to zero, the
singularity is recovered, and the space M3 approaches C3/Z3 (blow–down). Thus the
blowing–up/down procedure is controlled by the size of the exceptional divisor. To make
this more explicit we consider the patch U(A), where Z˜
A 6= 0, and define zB ≡ Z˜B/Z˜A
for B 6= A. To remove the deficit angle of Z˜A we perform the coordinate transformation
Z˜A 7→ x ≡ (Z˜A)3. In this way the Ka¨hler potential becomes
K
C
3/Z3 = X
1
3 , X ≡ x¯(1 + z¯z)3x. (4)
This change of variables trades the deficit angle for a non–analyticity in K
C
3/Z3 .
A resolution M3 of the orbifold is given by considering the open patches introduced
above, equipped with a new Ka¨hler potential [15]
KM3 =
∫ X
1
dX ′
X ′
M(X ′) , M(X) =
1
3
(r +X)
1
3 , (5)
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Figure 1: The orbifold singularity is cut out locally and a smooth resolution manifold (containing
an exceptional divisor CP2) glued in.
that is Ricci–flat and matches the orbifold Ka¨hler potential in the r → 0 limit. In this
limit the curvature vanishes for points where x 6= 0, whereas for x = 0 it diverges.
Moreover, it vanishes for any value of r when |x| → ∞. Therefore, blowing up means
that the orbifold singularity is replaced by the smooth compact CP2 that shrinks to zero
as r → 0 (the situation is illustrated in Figure 1).
2.2 Gauge fluxes wrapped on the orbifold and the resolution
When defining the heterotic string on C3/Z3, the 10D gauge group E8 × E′8 1 is broken
by the orbifolding procedure. We can understand this breaking from an effective field
theory perspective: let iA be the one–form gauge field, with values in E8 × E′8, and let
iF be its field strength. Moreover, define HI , for I = 1, . . . , 16, as the basis elements of
the Cartan subalgebra of E8 × E′8. In a given coordinate patch with local coordinates
z, x = |x|eiφ, the orbifold action Θ is realized as φ→ φ + 2π. On the orbifold there can
be non–trivial orbifold boundary conditions for A
iA(Θ Z˜) = iA(z, |x|, φ + 2π) = UiA(z, |x|, φ)U−1 , (6)
where U = e2pii(V
I
orb
HI)/3 and Vorb is a vector in the E8 × E′8 root lattice. These boundary
conditions induce a gauge symmetry breaking, precisely to those E8×E′8 algebra elements
with root vectors p such that p ·Vorb = 0 mod 3. Our normalization of the orbifold gauge
shift vector Vorb differs by a factor 1/3 from the common one; our convention avoids such
an additional factor when we make identification with gauge bundle fluxes below.
The non–trivial orbifold boundary conditions can be reformulated in terms of fields
with trivial ones, but having a non–zero constant gauge background. The existence of
this non–vanishing gauge flux, localized at the singularity, should become “visible” on
the resolution. To obtain a matching of orbifold models with models built on the resolved
space, we consider the possibility of a gauge bundle wrapped around the resolution. In
general such a bundle has structure group J embedded into E8 × E′8. This embedding
1We restrict to this case as the SO(32) theory was considered in [15, 17].
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breaks the 10D gauge group E8 × E′8 to the maximal subgroup H ⊂ E8 × E′8 that
commutes with J . We therefore expand the 10D gauge field strength iF = iF + iF
around the internal background iF , living in the algebra of J , in terms of the 4D gauge
field strength iF , taking values in the algebra of H . To preserve N = 1 supersymmetry
in four dimensions, the bundle field strength has to satisfy the Hermitian Yang–Mills
equations [22]2
FAB = 0 , FA¯B¯ = 0 , GAA¯FAA¯ = 0 , (7)
where GAA¯ denotes the inverse Hermitian metric of M3. One further (topological) con-
sistency requirement follows from the integrated Bianchi–identity of the two–form B of
the supergravity multiplet: ∫
C4
(
trR2 − tr(iF)2) = 0 , (8)
for all compact four–cycles C4 of the resolution and R denotes the curvature of the
internal spaceM3. This condition is crucial to ensure that the effective four dimensional
theory is free of non–Abelian anomalies [24]. The resolution space M3 only contains
a single compact four–cycle, the CP2 at the resolved singularity, leading to a single
consistency condition.
We give two examples of bundles on the resolution that satisfy (7) and (8). The
simplest construction of such a bundle is the standard embedding (to which we refer as
“AS”) with the gauge connection taken to be equal to the spin connection [22]. In terms
of the curvature this means iF = R. Since R ∈ SU(3), this describes an SU(3) bundle,
embedded into E8 × E′8, leading to the 4D gauge group H = E6 × E′8. However, in this
paper we mainly focus on the U(1) gauge bundle with field strength
iF =
( r
r +X
)1− 1
n
(
e¯e− n− 1
n2
1
r +X
ǫ¯ǫ
)
, (9)
see [15] for notational conventions. Such a bundle can be embedded into E8 × E′8 as
iFV = iF HV , (10)
where we use the notation HV ≡ V IHI . Since the bundle is only well–defined if its first
Chern class, integrated over all compact two–cycles, is integral, an extra consistency
requirement arises for the vector V I . For the two–cycle CP1 at x = 0,
1
2πi
∫
CP
1
iFV = V IHI (11)
must be integral for all E8 × E′8 roots. This implies that V has to be an E8 × E′8 root
lattice vector itself. The two–form F is regular everywhere for r 6= 0. In the blow–down
limit r → 0, it is zero for x 6= 0 and it diverges for x = 0, in such a way that the integral
above remains constant. This means that the bundle is “visible” as a two–form only in
the blow–up, but in the blow–down its physical effect is not lost because the gauge flux
gets localized in the fixed point. In this sense, this bundle is exactly the counterpart of
the orbifold boundary conditions discussed above.
2Here we ignore loop corrections to these equations, discussed in [23]. We will return to this point
later in the paper.
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Vorb gauge group
(08)(08) E8×E′8
(−2, 12, 05)(08) E6×SU(3)×E′8 A
(−2, 12, 05)(−2, 12, 05) [E6×SU(3)]2 B
(12, 06)(−2, 07) E7×SO(14)×U(1)2 C
(−2, 14, 03)(−2, 07) SU(9)×SO(14)×U(1) D
Table 1: We list all inequivalent C3/Z3 orbifold shifts and the corresponding gauge symmetry
breakings. For shifts, expressions like 0n denote n times the zero entry.
2.3 Classifying orbifold and smooth line bundle models
The heterotic string on the C3/Z3 is specified by the orbifold gauge shift vector Vorb
defined in (6). The freedom in the choice of Vorb is constrained by modular invariance of
the string partition function:
V 2orb = 0 mod 6 . (12)
There are only five inequivalent shift vectors, each of them giving rise to a different
orbifold model. In Table 1 we list the possible Vorb together with the gauge groups
surviving the orbifold projection. Using the standard CFT procedure it is possible to
compute the spectra of these models. They are listed in the second column of Table 3. The
spectra are given with the multiplicity numbers with which the various states contribute
to the 4D anomaly polynomial localized in the singularity. Thus, these numbers can be
fractional if the corresponding states are not localized in the C3/Z3 singularity. The
untwisted states have multiplicities that are multiples of 3/27, because the compact
orbifold T 6/Z3 has 27 singularities and untwisted states come with multiplicity three.
On the other hand, these multiplicities are integers for localized (i.e. twisted) states.
The blow–up model is completely specified by the way how the gauge flux is embed-
ded in E8×E′8, i.e. by the vector V . The Bianchi identity integrated over CP2 yields the
consistency condition
V 2 = 12 (13)
and enormously constrains the number of possible models. All solutions to (13) together
with the corresponding gauge groups are given in Table 2. The chiral matter content
is determined by the Dirac index theorem that for U(1) bundles takes the form of a
multiplicity operator
NV =
1
18
(HV )
3 − 1
6
HV , (14)
see [15] for details. The computation of the spectra for each of the U(1) embeddings
shows that there are in fact only five inequivalent models amongst them. We distinguish
them by their chiral spectra, which are given in the third column of Table 3.
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bundle vector gauge group label
V = (V1)(V2) V
2
1 + V
2
2 = V
2 = 12(
3, 13, 04
) (
08
) (
23, 05
) (
08
) (
22, 14, 02
) (
08
)
SO(10)×U(3)× E′8 AI(
5
2 ,
3
2
2
, 12
5
) (
08
) (
3
2
4
,− 32 , 12
3
) (
08
)
12 + 0(
2, 12, 05
) (
2, 12, 05
) (
2, 12, 05
) (
16, 02
) (
2, 12, 05
) (
3
2
2
, 12
6
)
(E6 ×U(2))2 BI(
16, 02
) (
16, 02
) (
16, 02
) (
3
2
2
, 12
6
) (
3
2
2
, 12
6
)(
3
2
2
, 12
6
)
6 + 6(
22, 06
) (
2, 07
) (
22, 06
) (
14, 04
) (
22, 06
) (− 32 , 12 7) E7 × SO(14)′ ×U(1)2 CI(
18
) (
2, 07
) (
18
) (
14, 04
) (
18
) (− 32 , 12 7) 8 + 4(
12, 06
) (
3, 1, 06
) (
12, 06
) (
22, 12, 04
) (
12, 06
) (
2, 16, 0
)
E7 × SO(12)′ ×U(1)3 CII(
12, 06
)(
5
2 ,− 32 , 12
6
) (
12, 06
) (
3
2
4
, 12
4
) (
1
2
8
) (
3, 1, 06
)
2 + 10(
1
2
8
) (
22, 12, 04
) (
1
2
8
) (
2, 16, 0
) (
1
2
8
)(
5
2 ,− 32 , 12
6
)
(
1
2
8
)(
3
2
4
, 12
4
)
(
2, 14, 03
) (
2, 07
) (
2, 14, 03
) (
14, 04
) (
2, 14, 03
) (− 32 , 12 7) SU(8)× SO(14)′ ×U(1)2 DI(
− 32
3
, 12
5
) (
2, 07
) (− 32 3, 12 5) (14, 04) (− 32 3, 12 5)(− 32 , 12 7) 8 + 4(
5
2 ,
1
2
7
) (
2, 07
) (
5
2 ,
1
2
7
) (
14, 04
) (
5
2 ,
1
2
7
)(
− 32 , 12
7
)
(−1, 17) (2, 07) (−1, 17) (14, 04) (−1, 17)(− 32 , 12 7)
Table 2: In this table we list all consistent U(1) bundles embedded into E8 × E′8. We group
together the embeddings characterized by the bundle vector V producing the same gauge
symmetry breaking and localized spectrum. Each group corresponds to a distinct blow–up
of the orbifold models. The bundle vector V contains two parts corresponding to both E8’s.
Most models are characterized by the values of V 21 and V
2
2 ; only the splitting 8 + 4 has two
realizations.
2.4 Matching orbifold and blow–up models
We now want to investigate the matching between the heterotic orbifold and the blow–
up models discussed in the previous section. This matching can be considered at various
levels and we begin with some simple observations before entering more subtle issues.
The first basic observation was made in (6): the embedding of the orbifold rotation in
the gauge bundle (via the shift Vorb) can be seen as the presence of a gauge flux localized
in the singularity. On the resolution, such a gauge flux appears, and it is immediate to
identify
1
3
V IHI =
1
2πi
∫
C
iFV → 1
3
V IorbHI . (15)
The integration above is made on the variable x defined in (6) in such a way that the
integral can be immediately read as a contour integral of A around the phase φ of x or,
in other words, precisely as the Wilson line associated with V IorbHI in (6).
This basic observation is corroborated by the fact that any blow–up shift V , listed in
Table 2, is modular invariant, because V 2 = 12 = 0 mod 6. At first sight the reverse, any
orbifold shift Vorb, classified in Table 1 corresponds to a blow–up, does not seem to be
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true. However, we should take into account that two orbifold shift vectors are equivalent,
i.e. lead to the same model, if: i) they differ by 3Λ where Λ is any element of the root
lattice of E8 × E′8, ii) they differ by sign flips of an even number of entries, or iii) are
related by Weyl reflections. By suitable combining these operations one can show that all
blow–up vectors of Table 2 can be obtained from the orbifold shifts in Table 1. (Only the
first model in Table 1, characterized by the zero vector (08)(08), does not have a blow–up
counterpart in Table 2.) This leads to a direct matching between orbifold and blow–up
models. Using the notation from the Table 1 and 2, we match model B with BI, model
D with DI. We also see that even though CI and CII are different blow–up models, they
correspond to the same orbifold theory C. The same applies to the U(1) bundle model
AI and the standard embedding model AS (introduced in Section 2.2): They are both
related to orbifold model A.
Given the matching at the level of the gauge bundles, we can pass to checks at the
level of the 4D gauge groups. A quick glance over the Table 1 and 2 shows that their
gauge groups are never the same. This is easily explained from the orbifold perspective:
the blow–up is generated by a non–vanishing vev of some twisted state, the so–called
blow–up mode [25]. As all twisted states are charged, this vev induces a Higgs mechanism
accompanied with gauge symmetry breaking and mass terms. It is not difficult to see
from these tables that all non–Abelian blow–up gauge groups can be obtained from the
orbifold gauge groups by switching on suitable vevs of twisted states.
Even after taking symmetry breaking, i.e. the branching of the representations of
the orbifold state, into account the spectra of the orbifold models still do not agree
with the ones of the resolved models: singlets w.r.t. non–Abelian blow–up groups, and
some vector–like states are missing. Moreover, the U(1) charges of localized states do
not coincide with the ones expected from the branchings. This can be confirmed from
Table 3: for each model we give the orbifold spectrum (second column) and the resolution
spectrum (third column).
All these differences can be understood by more carefully taking into account the
possible consequences of a twisted state’s vev v. After branching, this field is a singlet of
the non–Abelian gauge group. In the quantum theory this means that the corresponding
chiral superfield Ψq with charge q under the broken U(1) never vanishes. Hence, it can
be redefined as Ψq = ve
T , where T is a new chiral superfield taking unconstraint values.
As it transforms as an axion
T −→ T + iqφ , (16)
under a U(1) transformation with parameter φ, it is neutral. Hence, it is not part of
the charged chiral spectrum computed using the Dirac index (14) on the resolution. In
addition, we can use this axion chiral superfield T to redefine the charges of other twisted
states (see the last column of Table 3) so that all U(1) charges of the twisted states agree
with the ones of the localized resolution fields. For models CII and DI one needs in
addition to change the U(1) basis when identifying the orbifold and blow–up states, if
one enforces that the field getting a vev is only charged under the first blow–up U(1)
factor.
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orbifold model resolution model field redefinitions
E6 × SU(3)× E′8 SO(10)× U(3)× E′8
A
↓
AI
1
9
(27, 3; 1)
+(27, 1; 1) + 3(1, 3; 1)
1
9
[(16, 3; 1)-1 + (10, 3; 1)2 + (1, 3; 1)-4]
+(16, 1; 1)3 + 3(1, 3; 1)4
(27, 1; 1)→


(1, 1; 1)-4 = e
T v
(16, 1; 1)-1= e
T (16, 1; 1)3
(10, 1; 1)2 = e
−T/2(10, 1; 1)m0
(1, 3; 1) → (1, 3; 1)0 = eT (1, 3; 1)4
[E6 × SU(3)]2 [E6 ×U(2)]2
B
↓
BI
1
9
[
(27, 3; 1, 1)
+(1, 1; 27, 3)
]
+(1, 3; 1, 3)
1
9
[(27, 2; 1, 1)-1,-1 + (27, 1; 1, 1)2,2
+(1, 1; 27, 2)-1,1 + (1, 1; 27, 1)2,-2]
+(1, 2; 1, 1)3,3 + (1, 1; 1, 2)3,-3
(1, 3; 1, 3)→


(1, 1; 1, 1)-4,0 = e
Tv
(1, 2; 1, 1)-1,3 = e
T (1, 2; 1, 1)3,3
(1, 1; 1, 2)-1,-3= e
T (1, 1; 1, 2)3,-3
(1, 2; 1, 2)2,0 = e
−T/2(1, 2; 1, 2)m0,0
E7 × SO(14)× U(1)2 E7 × SO(14)× U(1)2
C
↓
CI
1
9
[(56; 1)2,2 + (1; 1)-4,-4
+(1; 64)-1,2 + (1; 14)2,-4] +
(1; 14)2,0+ (1; 1)-4,0+ 3(1; 1)0,4
1
9
[(56; 1)2,2 + (1; 1)-4,-4
+(1; 64)-1,2 + (1; 14)2,-4]
+3(1; 1)4,4
(1; 1)-4,0 = e
T v
(1; 1)0,4 = e
T (1; 1)4,4
(1; 14)2,0= e
−T/2(1; 14)m0,0
E7 × SO(14)× U(1)2 E7 × SO(12)× U(1)3
C
↓
CII
1
9
[(56; 1)2,2 + (1; 64)-1,2
+(1; 1)-4,-4 + (1; 14)2,-4] +
(1; 14)2,0+ (1; 1)-4,0+ 3(1; 1)0,4
1
9
[(56; 1)-1,2,-2+ (1; 32)-1,2,2 + (1; 32)2,2,0
+(1; 1)-4,-4,0+(1; 12)-1,-4,-2+ (1; 1)2,-4,±4]+
(1; 12)3,0,-2+3(1; 1)4,4,0
(1; 14)2,0→


(1; 1)-4,0,0 = e
Tv
(1; 12)-1,0,-2= e
T (1; 12)3,0,-2
(1; 1)2,0,-4 = e
−T/2(1; 1)m0,0,-4
(1; 1)-4,0 → (1; 1)2,0,4= e−T/2(1; 1)m0,0,4
(1; 1)0,4 → (1; 1)0,4,0= eT (1; 1)4,4,0
SU(9)× SO(14)× U(1) SU(8)× SO(14)× U(1)2
D
↓
DI
1
9
[(84; 1)0+ (1; 64)-1+ (1; 14)2]
+(9; 1)-4/3
1
9
[(56; 1)-1,-1+ (28; 1)2,2+ (1; 64)-1,2
+(1; 14)2,-4] + (8; 1)3,3
(9; 1)-4/3 →
{
(1; 1)-4,0 = e
T v
(8; 1)-1,3 = e
T (8; 1)3,3
Table 3: We define the matching orbifold and blow–up models in the first column. The second and third columns give their orbifold and
resolution spectra, respectively. The final column gives the field redefinitions necessary to match the two spectra. For blow–up models
CII and DI a change of U(1) basis accompanies the branching (indicated by →) to ensure that the state getting the vev is charged under
the first blow–up U(1) only. The superscript m indicates non–chiral states that get a mass in blow–up, and therefore decouple from the
massless spectrum.
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Finally, the remaining states that are missing in blow–up (referred to in Table 3 with
a superscript m) have Yukawa couplings with the blow–up mode, so that they get a
mass term in the blow–up. Taking all these blow–up effects into account shows that the
spectra of the blown–up orbifold and resolution models become perfectly identical.
2.5 F– and D– flatness of the blow–up mode
In the matching of heterotic orbifold models with their resolved counterparts we assumed
that a single twisted field of the orbifold model was responsible for generating the blow–
up. No other twisted or untwisted states attained non–vanishing vevs. However, in order
to obtain a supersymmetric configuration, we have to pay attention to possible non–
vanishing F–terms arising from the non–zero vev. The analysis of the F–flatness for a
superpotential W is rather involved in the context of heterotic orbifold model building,
because in principle it contains an infinite set of terms with coefficients determined by
complicated string amplitudes. In practice string selection rules can be used to argue
that a large class of these coefficients vanishes identically, while the others are taken to
be arbitrary [26, 27, 28].
Our assumption above that only a single twisted superfield has a non–vanishing vev
greatly simplifies the F–flatness analysis: non–vanishing F–terms can only arise from
terms in the superpotential that are at most linear in fields having zero vevs. As in most
of the cases the vanishing vev fields form non–Abelian representations gauge invariance
of the superpotential implies that they cannot appear linearly. This means that the
complicated analysis of the superpotential involving many superfields often reduces to
the analysis of a complex function of a single variable. In what follows we show that all
the blow–ups described previously are F–flat and therefore constitute viable resolutions
of orbifold models.
Non–vanishing D–terms can only arise under the following conditions [29]: let ϕq be
the scalar component of the only superfield Ψq that acquires a vev 〈ϕq〉 as discussed
above. The D–terms are proportional to Da ∼ ϕ¯qT aϕq, where Ta are the generators
of the orbifold gauge group G. Therefore, certainly all D–terms corresponding to the
generators Ta that annihilate 〈ϕq〉 vanish. They generate the little group H of gauge
symmetries unbroken by the vev. Consequently, non–vanishing D–terms are only possible
for the generators T a of the coset G/H . Under an infinitesimal gauge transformation with
parameter ǫ the D–terms transform as Da → Da + ϕ¯q[ǫ, T a]ϕq. This means that for all
generators T a which do not commute with all generators of G/H , we can find a gauge
such that the Da’s associated to them vanish. But since (Da)2 defines a gauge invariant
object, all these Da have to vanish in any gauge. The only possibly non–vanishing D–
terms correspond to the Abelian subgroup of the coset G/H . As we explain in the
next subsection, precisely those D–terms, which are associated with anomalous U(1)’s
on the resolution M3, are non–vanishing. Apart from this subtle issue, D–flatness is
automatically guaranteed.
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Matching A→AS by a vev of 3H(1, 3; 1)
We begin our analysis with the standard embedding defined by a gauge bundle with
iF = R. Because both transform by conjugation, iF → g−1iFg and R → g−1H RgH
under gauge and internal local Lorentz (holonomy) transformations, respectively, we
know that these gauge transformations are identified: g = gH. This fact will help us to
identify the blow–up field in the following.
To reconstruct the corresponding blow–up mode we need a field that transforms
under both of these transformations. In orbifold model A the only candidates for this are
the three triplets 3(1, 3; 1). The multiplicity three is due to internal oscillator excitations
of these states, i.e. these states form a triplet under the R–symmetry group SU(3)R as it
commutes with the Z3 orbifold holonomy, which in turn is proportional to the identity.
A more precise way of referring to these states is therefore: 3R(1, 3; 1); we can view
them collectively as a 3×3 matrix Gαi, where α is the SU(3)R index and i the SU(3)
index3. The SU(3) gauge and SU(3)R R–symmetry groups act on it as G → gRGg−1.
Since any complex matrix M can be written as a product M = UH of a unitary matrix
U and a Hermitian matrix H , which in turn can be diagonalized by another unitary
matrix V as H = V DV −1 with D a real diagonal matrix, we can use the gauge and
R–symmetry transformations to bring G in a real diagonal form. If we choose the vev
matrix G to be proportional to the identity: G = v1, we find that only a diagonal gauge
and R–symmetry transformation preserves this vev. This means that in the blow–up the
symmetry SU(3)R × SU(3) is broken to the diagonal SU(3) subgroup (with g = gR).
Comparing to the standard embedding on the resolution (with g = gH), the vev of G
changed the Z3 orbifold holonomy to the full SU(3) holonomy of a Calabi–Yau.
To understand whether such a vev for G is possible, we need to analyze the super-
potential of the theory. Because the Z3 action is proportional to the identity, the C
3/Z3
orbifold theory is left invariant by any unitary transformation U(3)R of the internal
coordinates, there is no superpotential involving only G: the SU(3)×SU(3)R invariance
requires such superpotential to be a function of detG, but that is not invariant under
U(1)R. (Similar arguments for the compact T
6/Z3 allow a cubic superpotential for G in
that case [16].) Hence, any vev for G defines a F–flat direction. However, it can be seen
that D–flatness requires it to be of the form above [16]: The SU(3) D–terms correspond
to the traceless part of the matrix Dij = G¯
i
αG
α
j . In the diagonal form the matrix G has
the vevs v1, v2 and v3 as its diagonal elements. This means that D is a diagonal matrix
with entries v21 , v
2
2 and v
2
3. But this has a non–vanishing traceless part unless all vevs are
equal.
Matching A→AI by a vev of (27, 1; 1)
In this case the blow–up mode is in the twisted state (27, 1; 1), and the relevant part of
the superpotential are formed from its cubic E6 invariant
W ∼ [(27, 1; 1)]3 + . . . . (17)
3We use the subscript notation to indicate that it is in the complex conjugate representation.
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Here, the notation ∼ indicates that we only give the lowest order gauge invariant struc-
ture ignoring its (order one) coefficient, and + . . .means that there is a whole power series
of this invariant, restricted by some string selection rules. Such a superpotential is always
F–flat. To see this, consider the branching of the twisted state 27 → 16−1 + 102 + 1−4
due to its own vev v that breaks E6 → SO(10) × U(1). In terms of SO(10) × U(1)–
representations the invariant reads as
[27]3 = 16−1 × 16−1 × 102 + 102 × 102 × 1−4 . (18)
Since the 1−4 represents the blow–up mode, and hence by definition the 16−1 and 102
have zero vev, F–flatness is automatically guaranteed. It is clear from this decomposition
of the cubic invariant that the 102 becomes massive and decouples, while the 16−1 stays
strictly massless. This is in agreement with the blow–up spectrum given in Table 3.
Matching B→BI by a vev of (1, 3; 1, 3)
In orbifold model B the only twisted state is a (1, 3; 1, 3)–plet, hence it is the only possible
blow–up mode. Like the blow–up mode in the case of standard embedding AS discussed
above, this blow–up mode defines a 3×3 matrix denoted by C. Gauge transformations
with g ∈ SU(3) and g′ ∈ SU(3)′ act via left and right multiplication C → gCg′. The
relevant part of the superpotential is therefore also very similar
W ∼ detC + . . . . (19)
As the two SU(3)’s are independent, we can again assume that the matrix C is diagonal-
ized. To obtain the appropriate symmetry breaking SU(3)→ U(2) of both SU(3)s, only
one of the three diagonal elements has a non–vanishing vev. This is a very different orien-
tation of the vev as compared to the standard embedding. Expanding the superpotential
around this vev, shows that the state (1, 2; 1, 2)m0,0 becomes massive.
Matching C→CI by a vev of (1, 1)−4,0
In orbifold model C we can construct gauge invariant structures for the superpotential
only by combining the states (1, 1)−4,0, and (1, 14)2,0
W ∼ (1, 1)−4,0[(1, 14)2,0]2 + . . . . (20)
Since the CI blow–up is realized by giving a vev to the orbifold state (1, 1)−4,0, which
is always coupled to pairs of (1, 14)2,0’s in the superpotential, this vev defines a flat
direction of the potential and a mass term for the (1, 14)2,0 is generated, provided that
we perform the field redefinition indicated in Table 3. Hence, this state decouples.
Matching C→CII by a vev of (1, 14)2,0
The CII blow–up is obtained when (1, 14)2,0 gets a vev. Naively one expects that a vev
for this state would lead to a symmetry breaking SO(14) → SO(13), but this is not
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in agreement with Table 3. To understand what is happening we have to consider the
possible orientations of such a vev Cm, where m denotes the SO(14) vector index. Since
all states are chiral multiplets, we cannot use the real group SO(14) to put the vev in
a single component. Indeed, writing Cm = Rm + i Jm where Rm and Jm are real, we
see that one can use a SO(14) transformation to obtain R = (r, 013). This orientation
is left invariant by SO(13) subgroup. This subgroup can be used to bring J to the form
J = (j1, j2, 0
12). Hence, for generic values of r, j1 and j2 only the SO(12) subgroup is
left unbroken, as Table 3 implies. Furthermore, the superpotential contains again the
coupling (20). To have the auxiliary component of the superfield (1, 1)−4,0 vanishing in
extremum, the vev of the SO(14) invariant
CTC = r2 − j21 − j22 + 2i rj1 (21)
has to vanish. The only non–vanishing solution has: j1 = 0 and j
2
2 = r
2 = v2. This vev
induces a mass by pairing up one of the singlets from the branching of 14→ 12+ 1+ 1
with the singlet already present in the orbifold spectrum, see Table 3.
Notice that there is a third field in model C that could have a non–zero vev, the
R–symmetry triplet 3R(1; 1)0,4. This superfield cannot appear in any superpotential by
itself, this means that any vev for this superfield leads to a supersymmetric configura-
tion. Nevertheless, we do not have any candidate for a U(1) gauge configuration on the
resolution that corresponds to this vev.
Matching D→DI by a vev of (9, 1)−4/3
Finally, we consider the orbifold model D. As it has only one charged twisted state
(9, 1)−4/3 it is not possible, due to the string selection rules, to write down any superpo-
tential with terms at most linear in the other fields. Thus, it can attain any vev leading
to the symmetry breaking as described in Table 3.
Other gauge bundles on the resolution?
The list of possible vevs of twisted states of a given heterotic orbifold model is exhausted
only for the last case, model D. The other models allow other blow–ups in principle:
First of all, model C also has an SU(3)R triplet of scalars, there is no obvious reason
why one of them cannot have a non–vanishing vev. Model B allows for other possible
orientations for the vev of the (1, 3; 1, 3) state, because it defines a 3 × 3–matrix with
three eigenvalues. Thus, in general one should allow for blow–ups defined by a multitude
of vevs for possibly all the twisted states that a given orbifold model possesses.
Since our classification of Abelian gauge bundle models on the resolution of C3/Z3
is complete, and we have identified the blow–up modes in the various heterotic theories
leading to these models, we conclude that other (multiple field) vevs correspond to non–
Abelian bundles on the resolution. Aside from the standard embedding, model AS, their
classification is beyond the scope of this paper.
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2.6 Multiple anomalous U(1)’s on the blow–up
In this section we investigate the anomaly cancellation and D–flatness on the resolution
M3. We find that there can be at most two anomalous U(1)’s, and that their cancella-
tion involves two axions [30, 31], the model–independent and a model–dependent one.4
We show that the counterpart of such an anomaly cancellation, from the orbifold per-
spective, is a mixture of the standard orbifold Green–Schwarz mechanism and the Higgs
mechanism related to the blow–up mode. From this we deduce relations between the two
axions and their orbifold counterparts, namely, the universal axion of heterotic orbifold
models and a second field related to the blow–up mode. Finally we discuss the issue of
D–flatness of the resolution. We show that the blow–up is not along a D–flat direction.
Rather, in the blow–up a constant D–term is produced, which is matched, from the
resolution perspective, with the appearance of a new Fayet–Iliopoulos term due to the
presence of two, rather then one anomalous U(1)’s.
Anomalous U(1)’s on the resolution: the axions
We deduce the 4D anomaly polynomial Iˆ6 from dimensional reduction of the 10D one, Iˆ12.
For notational convenience we absorb some factors 2πi in the definition of the anomaly
polynomial: Iˆ2n+2 = (2πi)
nI2n+2. The anomaly polynomial factorizes as Iˆ12 = X4 · X8,
where [33, 34]
X4 = trR
2 − tr(iF)2 , (22)
X8 =
1
96
[
Tr(iF)4
24
− (Tr(iF)
2)2
7200
− Tr(iF)
2trR2
240
+
trR4
8
+
(trR2)2
32
]
, (23)
with R denoting the 10D curvature. The trace tr in the “fundamental” of E8 × E′8 is
formally defined via tr = 1
30
Tr, Tr being the standard trace in the adjoint representation.
From Iˆ12 the 4D anomaly polynomial Iˆ6 can be derived via an integration over the
resolution manifold. The integration will be performed after inserting the expansions
R = R +R and iF = iF + iFV and splitting the forms X4 and X8 according to
Iˆ12 = X4,0X2,6 +X2,2X4,4 +X0,4X6,2 , (24)
where we read Xa,b as an (a+ b)-form with a indices in the 6D internal and b indices in
the 4D Minkowski space. Since the backgrounds are such that the H3 Bianchi Identity
is fulfilled, the 4D anomaly polynomial Iˆ6 is written as the factorized sum
Iˆ6 ≡ 1
(2πi)3
∫
M3
Iˆ12 =
1
(2πi)3
∫
M3
(X2,2X4,4 +X0,4X6,2) . (25)
Inserting the expressions for X2,2 and X0,4 in terms of the field strengths and rearranging
the terms on the right hand side yields
Iˆ6 = Iˆ
uni
6 + Iˆ
non
6 with Iˆ
uni
6 = X
uni
2 ·X0,4 and Iˆnon6 = Xnon2 ·Xnon4 , (26)
4For a recent review on axions from string theory see [32].
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where Xnon2 = −2 tr[HV iF ], X0,4 = trR2 − tr(iF )2, and
Xuni2 =
1
(2πi)3
∫
M3
X6,2 , X
non
4 =
1
(2πi)3
∫
M3
iFX4,4 . (27)
Now the integration is performed and results in
Xuni2 = −
1
96
Tr
[(
1
18
H3V −
1
5
HV
)
(iF )
]
, (28)
Xnon4 = −
1
192
[
Tr
[(
1
6
H2V −
1
5
)
(iF )2
]
− 1
3 · 302 (Tr[HV (iF )])
2 − trR2
]
. (29)
These equations describe how the 4D anomaly Iˆ6 can be written as a sum of two fac-
torized parts, a universal part Iˆuni6 and a non–universal part Iˆ
non
6 . Since both parts are
proportional to tr(iF ), they are non–vanishing only for anomalous U(1)–factors. As we
started from an anomaly free theory in 10D the 4D Green–Schwarz mechanism will can-
cel the two summands in Iˆ6 by two axions. The universal anomaly is canceled by the
anomalous variation of the model–independent axion and the non–universal part by the
model–dependent axion, as shown in the following. Therefore on the resolution of C3/Z3
there can be at most two anomalous U(1)’s. In Table 4, we give the anomaly terms for
each of the C3/Z3 models.
The 4D anomaly must be canceled by the anomalous variation of the 10D two-form
B2, which can be expanded as
B2 = b2 + iFb0 + ω2B0 . (30)
The Ka¨hler form ω2, obtained from the Ka¨hler potential, and the U(1) gauge bundle
field strength iF are harmonic two–forms on the resolution M3. Thus b0 and B0 are
4D massless scalars. In addition, b2 is a two–form in Minkowski space, the 4D B–field.
The gauge transformation of the two–form b2 and the scalar b0 are determined by the
expansion of the three–form field strength [17]
H3 = db2 + ΩYM − ΩL + ω2 dB0 + iF
(
db0 − 2tr[HV iA]
)
, (31)
where ΩYM and ΩL are the Yang–Mills and Lorentz Chern–Simons three forms, respec-
tively. This implies that B0 has no anomalous variations, only b2 and b0 can take part in
the 4D Green–Schwarz mechanism. In particular, b0 transforms under a gauge transfor-
mation as
δΛb0 = −2tr[HVΛ], (32)
where Λ is the gauge parameter. Therefore, the scalar b0 and the Poincare´–dual of b2 can
be interpreted as axions, since the anomaly cancellation on the resolution occurs via the
usual coupling of the B–field [33]
1
(2πi)3
∫
M
4×M3
B2X8 ⊃ 1
(2πi)3
∫
M
4×M3
(b2X6,2 + iFb0X4,4) =
∫
M
4
(
b2X
uni
2 + b0X
non
4
)
. (33)
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orbifold
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U(1) bundle
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ami, amd< Ψq >= veT
∼=
field red.
Figure 2: Schematic picture of the blowing-up procedure. A twisted field (blow-up mode) on
the orbifold aquires a vev and its phase degree of freedom is reinterpreted as the axion aT . As
U(1)-charges of some of the twisted fields are still different from the ones on the resolutionM3,
appropriate field-redefinitions are necessary to make them coincide.
The dual of b2 is the model–independent axion a
mi, because its existence does not depend
on the particular internal manifold. The scalar b0 defines the model–dependent axion a
md,
i.e. amd = b0. The model–dependent axion is a localized state, as the field strength iF
becomes strongly peaked at the singularity in the orbifold limit. This means that it
should be interpreted as a twisted state from the orbifold perspective.
Relations between the various axions
The matching of the spectra involves field redefinitions using a superfield T associated
to the blow–up mode. We showed that T transforms with a shift under U(1)–gauge
transformations. This means that the imaginary part of T transforms like an axion,
which we denote as aT . We now investigate whether aT can be interpreted as the model–
dependent axion amd of the corresponding resolution and to what extend the heterotic
axion ahet is related to the model–independent axion ami. A schematic picture of the
context in which these different axions are defined is given in figure 2.
The field redefinitions are necessary to obtain the matching of the orbifold and blow–
up spectra implying a modification of the anomaly polynomial for the heterotic orbifold
model. First of all, we have to take into account that the orbifold gauge group is broken
in the blow–up. Thus, the anomaly polynomial should also be re–expressed in terms
of the new unbroken gauge group factors. The anomaly polynomial Iˆhet6 = X
het
2 · X0,4
describes the anomaly of the heterotic orbifold before the field redefinition but after the
branching.
Moreover, the field redefinitions generate a new anomaly polynomial Iˆred6 = iqFX
red
4 .
Since they modify the U(1) charges of twisted superfields Iˆred6 is proportional to the field
strength iF of this U(1). Thus, the anomaly polynomial of the blow–up equals the sum
of Iˆhet6 and the contribution from the anomalous field redefinition:
Iˆhet6 + Iˆ
red
6 = Iˆ
blow
6 = Iˆ
uni
6 + Iˆ
non
6 . (34)
In Table 4 we list Iˆhet6 , model by model, computed from the orbifold model spectra, and
Iˆuni6 and Iˆ
non
6 , computed as discussed above.
The anomaly cancellation on the orbifold after the field redefinitions involves the
heterotic axion ahet and the localized twisted axion aT . Equation (34) implies the relation
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anomaly polynomials α
A
↓
AI
Iˆhet6 = 0
Iˆuni6 =
3
2 (iF )
[
24(iF )2 + (iF10)
2 + 2(iF3)
2 + (iF8)
2 −R2]
Iˆnon6 =
1
4 (iF )
[
528(iF )2 + 6(iF10)
2 + 12(iF3)
2 − 6(iF8)2 −R2
] − 38
B
↓
BI
Iˆhet6 = 0
Iˆuni6 = 0
Iˆnon6 =
1
4 (iF )
[
96(iF )2 + 288(iF ′)2 − R2]
0
C
↓
CI
Iˆhet6 =
2
3 (iF + iF
′)
[
24(iF )2 + 48(iF ′)2 + 16 (iF7)
2 + (iF14)
2 −R2]
Iˆuni6 =
1
6 (iF + 4iF
′)
[
24(iF )2 + 48(iF ′)2 + 16 (iF7)
2 + (iF14)
2 −R2]
Iˆnon6 =
1
4 (iF )
[
144(iF )2 + 480(iF ′)2 + 384(iF )(iF ′) + 13 (iF7)
2 − 2(iF14)2 −R2
] 18
C
↓
CII
Iˆhet6 = − 13 (iF − 12 iF ′ + 2iF ′′)×
× [24(iF )2 + 3(iF ′)2 + 32(iF ′′)2 + 16 (iF7)2 + (iF12)2 −R2]
Iˆuni6 =
1
12 (17iF + 2iF
′ − 8iF ′′)×
× [24(iF )2 + 3(iF ′)2 + 32(iF ′′)2 + 16 (iF7)2 + (iF12)2 −R2]
Iˆnon6 =
1
4 (iF )
[
288(iF )2 + 12(iF ′)2 + 128(iF ′′)2 + 96(iF )(iF ′)
− 384(iF )(iF ′′)− 23 (iF7)2 + 4(iF12)2 −R2
]
− 14
D
↓
DI
Iˆhet6 = − 13 (iF − 2iF ′)
[
24(iF )2 + 48(iF ′)2 + 2(iF8)
2 + (iF14)
2 −R2]
Iˆuni6 =
1
6 (iF + 4iF
′)
[
24(iF )2 + 48(iF ′)2 + 2(iF8)
2 + (iF14)
2 −R2]
Iˆnon6 =
1
4 (iF )
[
192(iF )2 + 480(iF ′)2 + 384(iF )(iF ′) + 4(iF8)
2 − 2(iF14)2 −R2
] − 18
Table 4: The anomalies of the blow-ups are compared with those of the orbifold theories. The
resolution anomaly polynomial Iˆblow6 is divided into a universal part Iˆ
uni
6 and a non-universal
part Iˆnon6 . The axion redefinition parameter α is defined in Eq. (36). Note that we omitted the
trace tr for the curvature and all non-abelian gauge group factors.
between the couplings of the various axions
ahetX0,4 + a
TXred4 = a
miX0,4 + a
mdXnon4 . (35)
For a given model all the four–forms X can be computed and (35) yields a system of
linear equations for each group factor. This system can be solved and results in the
following relations between the various axions
ami = ahet + α aT , amd = β aT , (36)
with α, β in general being model dependent constants. The normalization of the axions
is chosen such that for all C3/Z3 models β = − 116 by requiring that the blow–up modes
always carry the same charge. Thus, only the coefficient α is model dependent and listed
in the last column of Table 4.
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2.7 D–terms in directions of anomalous U(1)’s
Since there is always a single twisted chiral superfield getting a vev, there can be a non–
vanishing D–term only for one broken gauge symmetry generator. Moreover, since such
a field is just a singlet of the non–Abelian blow–up gauge group, there is a D–term only
for a combination of the U(1)’s under which such a singlet Ψq is charged. The presence
of such a D–term is consistent: the non–vanishing D–term on the blown–up orbifold
corresponds to an FI–term on the resolution. In spite of the original orbifold having at
most a single anomalous U(1) and thus a single FI-term, the resolved models can have
two. The second one is just the counterpart of the D–term generated by the vev. Hence,
we conclude that D–flatness is guaranteed for all generators except the one corresponding
to the broken U(1). But this non–vanishing D–term is required to make the FI–terms
coincide: on the level of local blow–ups, we match two dynamically unstable models.
Let us comment on how it is possible that a configuration chosen to be supersymmet-
ric, i.e. which satisfies the Hermitian Yang–Mills equations (7), leads to non–vanishing
D–terms. As was emphasized in [23], the Hermitian Yang–Mills equations get loop cor-
rections precisely when anomalous U(1)’s are present on smooth compactifications. In
the analysis of this paper we have ignored such loop effects in the blow–up. The presence
of non–vanishing D–terms for anomalous U(1)’s is simply signaling this.
We will see at the end of the next section, Section 3.6, that D–flatness can be ensured
in the compact case. There, we will use the local models (with D 6= 0) as building blocks
for the construction of compact ones and present various methods to obtain D–flatness
afterwards.
3 Blowing up the compact T 6/Z3 orbifold
The local study of orbifold singularities captures a lot of the physics of compact orbifolds.
The compact case has some important new aspects as we demonstrate by studying the
blow–up of the T 6/Z3 orbifold. The latter is a space which is flat everywhere except
at the 27 fixed points. For later use we enumerate the fixed points as f = (f1, f2, f3)
with fi = 0, 1, 2. The fixed point 0 = (0, 0, 0) is obviously localized at the origin. The
index i labels the three complex T 2 directions. The fixed points are singular and the
singularity is identical to the C3/Z3 singularity studied in the previous section. Thus, a
sensible resolution of T 6/Z3 can be constructed by cutting an open patch around each
singularity and replacing it with the smooth space studied above.
To perform this procedure in detail one has to face the following complicating issues:
first of all one has to worry whether the gluing process can be carried out properly.
Constructing the blow–up of T 6/Z3 by naively joining 27 resolutions of C
3/Z3 with
finite volume seems to lead to a space that is not completely smooth. We ignore this
complication by assuming that a more complicated smooth gluing procedure exists, and
that for essentially topological questions (e.g. what models do exist and what are their
spectra?) this procedure can be trusted. As we are not only gluing together the C3/Z3
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blow–ups but also the bundles on them, we have to confirm that the resulting bundle
on the resolution of T 6/Z3 actually exists. There are two different ways of analyzing
this: we can check various consistency conditions ensuring the existence or, from the
orbifold point of view, we have to show that F– and D–flat directions are allowed by the
(super)potential of the compact orbifold theory.
To systematically investigate these issues, we first show that resolutions of compact
orbifold models without Wilson lines are possible. Next, we review properties of Z3
orbifold models with Wilson lines and their resolutions. We finish this section by two
examples: the first example considers the blow–up of an orbifold with a single Wilson
line, illustrating the gluing procedure of the gauge bundle. The second one examines
an orbifold with two Wilson lines and defines an MSSM–like model. Therefore, it is
phenomenologically interesting to see whether this model can exist in the blow–up.
3.1 Resolution of the T 6/Z3 orbifolds without Wilson lines
To obtain the smooth resolution of an orbifold without Wilson lines, the first possibility
is to choose the same U(1) bundle embedding at each fixed point. In such a case, the local
consistency conditions are enough to guarantee the existence of the bundle. Indeed, the
only extra conditions on the bundle would come from the Bianchi identity integrated on
the new compact 4–cycles, which are generated by the gluing and thus “inherited” from
T 6. On the other hand, these new 4–cycles are obtained by combining the non–compact
4–cycles of the resolved C3/Z3 singularities. However, for this resolution (see [15, 18]),
the local Bianchi identity onC3/Z3 implies the Bianchi identity on these non–compact 4–
cycles. Thus, the local consistency conditions ensure that the new consistency conditions,
due to the gluing, are satisfied. Therefore, all local models can be naturally extended to
global ones, with spectra given by 27 copies of the local spectra. On the orbifold, this
resolution is characterized by requiring that identical twisted states at all fixed points
acquire non–vanishing vevs of the same magnitude and identical orientation.
From the orbifold perspective, it requires a little more work to show that this blow–
up exists. D–flatness does not constitute a problem: the auxiliary field Da is simply the
sum of the local fixed point contributions D(f)a. Since at all fixed points identical twisted
states, the blow–up modes, attain exactly the same vev, the individual D–terms D(f)a
are all the same. For the compact models investigated here all D–terms vanish, except
possibly the ones associated with the local anomalous U(1)’s, analogously to the non–
compact models studied before. For the anomalous U(1)’s the same comment holds as
for the non–compact situation, see subsection 2.7.
F–flatness of the compact blow–up does not automatically follow from F–flatness of
the local C3/Z3 blow–ups, because the superpotential of the compact orbifold is much
richer than its non–compact counterpart. Of course, all local fixed point couplings that
were allowed on C3/Z3 are still allowed. But since the R–symmetry group is reduced
in the transition from the non–compact to the compact orbifold as U(3)R → Z33, new
local interactions at a single fixed point can appear. Moreover, there is the possibility of
non—local interactions involving twisted states living at different fixed points.
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Most arguments in subsection 2.5 were based on the existence of certain gauge invari-
ant operators and therefore do still apply in the compact case. For example, the blow–up
A→AI exists because (18) yields vanishing F–terms for all fields if only the singlet gets
a vev. In the compact case we have to take non–local interactions into account,
W ∼
∑
f,g,h
27(f) × 27(g) × 27(h) ∼
∑
f,g,h
16
(f)
−1 × 16(g)−1 × 10(h)2 + 10(f)2 × 10(g)2 × 1(h)−4 , (37)
where the sum over the different fixed points f, g, h is restricted by the space group
selection rule [16, 26]. Because at all fixed points only the singlets 1
(f)
−4 get vevs, all F–
terms still vanish. Hence, we only have to worry about gauge invariant superpotential
terms that do not have an analog on the non–compact orbifold.
The only case where new (and relevant) interactions arise on the compact orbifold,
which did not exist in the non–compact version, is the standard embedding AS. Because
of the reduction of the R–symmetry group to Z33 there is now a cubic gauge invariant
term in the superpotential
W ∼
∑
α,f,g,h
ǫklmG(f)αkG
(g)α
lG
(h)α
m + . . . . (38)
As argued in [16], this superpotential allows the same F–flat vev as in the non–compact
case: G = v1.
This analysis shows that a simultaneous blow–up of all 27 fixed points, where the
same blow–up mode at each fixed point acquires the same non–vanishing vev, allows for
D– and F–flatness. It is therefore possible – and straightforward – to construct consistent
resolutions of compact orbifolds from the resolutions of the local ones, which were studied
in the previous sections.
3.2 Orbifolds with Wilson lines
Even though the description of orbifold models with Wilson lines is well–known [35],
we give here a detailed review to be able to emphasize similarities as well as differences
compared to the description of blow–ups in the next subsection.
In compact orbifold models with multiple singularities, there can be different gauge
embedding shifts V
(f)
orb at each fixed point f . Each of these shifts satisfies the local version
of the modular invariance requirement
(V
(f)
orb )
2 = 0mod 6. (39)
This means that, in the case of T 6/Z3, the model is locally completely determined by
the gauge groups and spectra listed in Table 3.
The possibility of having different local gauge shifts can also be encoded in the
language of discrete Wilson lines defined as A
(fg)
orb = V
(g)
orb −V (f)orb among two fixed points f
and g. However, not all local shifts V
(f)
orb are independent due to geometrical constraints.
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As is well–known [37], any local shift V
(f)
orb can be represented as V
(f)
orb ≡ Vorb + fiA(i)orb,
where we define a global orbifold shift Vorb = V
(0)
orb and the three discrete Wilson lines
A
(i)
orb = V
(i)
orb − V (0)orb of the Z3 orbifold in the three complex directions.5 The ≡ symbol
means that the two sides of the equation are equal up to 3Λ, where Λ is a generic element
of the root lattice of E8 × E′8. These vectors satisfy Z3 periodicities
3Vorb ≡ 3A(i)orb ≡ 0 (40)
and the rewritten modular invariance conditions
(Vorb)
2 = 0mod 6 , (A
(i)
orb)
2 = 0mod 6 , 2VorbA
(i)
orb = 0mod 6 . (41)
Sitting at a fixed point (f1, f2) of the first two tori but freely moving in the third one
these conditions imply
V
(f1,f2,0)
orb + V
(f1,f2,1)
orb + V
(f1,f2,2)
orb ≡ 0 . (42)
Similar conditions have to be imposed for the other choices of tori.
At each fixed point the local action V
(f)
orb generates a (different) gauge symmetry
breaking. The resulting 4D gauge group is the one surviving all local projections simul-
taneously. Using the splitting of the generators of E8 ×E′8 into Cartan elements HI and
other elements Ep, where p denotes the 16–dimensional root vector of Ep, such that
[HI , Ep] = p
IEp, the effective 4D gauge group is determined by V
(f)
orb · p = 0mod 3 for
each fixed point f . These conditions can be rewritten in terms of the gauge shift and
Wilson lines as
Vorb · p = 0mod 3, A(i) · p = 0mod 3, for i = 1, 2, 3 , (43)
and provide an efficient way of characterizing the effective 4D gauge group.
We have to distinguish between localized and delocalized matter when describing
the spectrum on T 6/Z3. The twisted states localized in the fixed points are organized
into representations of the larger gauge group at the respective fixed point, determined
by V
(f)
orb only. They are listed in Table 3. Since T
6/Z3 has no fixed planes or lines, only
untwisted matter is delocalized.6 It feels the action of all local projections.
3.3 The resolution of T 6/Z3 models with Wilson lines
In this section we describe how to construct smooth resolutions of compact orbifold
models in the presence of discrete Wilson lines. After summarizing the basic matching
principle, we study the consistency conditions that must be enforced due to the global
5With slight stretch of notation we use i = (δ1i, δ2i, δ3i) to indicate the fixed point which lies in the
ith complex T 2.
6This is not generically true; most orbifolds have sectors of delocalized twisted matter, e.g. the second
twisted sectors in some T 6/Z2n orbifolds.
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Figure 3: A schematic two dimensional cross section of the resolved T 6/Z3 orbifold is depicted.
The fixed points are replaced by smooth surfaces that contain CP2’s.
properties of the compact space. Finally, we explain how to compute the spectrum of
the resolved models.
Having discrete Wilson lines on an orbifold essentially corresponds to wrapping differ-
ent local fluxes on the CP2’s inside the resolved space, i.e. choosing different embedding
vectors V (f) at different resolved singularities. A schematic picture of the resolved situa-
tion is depicted in Fig. 3. Constraints on the possible fluxes come from the local Bianchi
identities, related to the localized 4–cycles corresponding to the exceptional divisors: at
each fixed point f we have a condition7
(V (f))2 = 12. (44)
Moreover, new conditions are due to the fact that the gauge bundles are not localized,
but rather extend over the whole space. Hence, the gluing of different patches requires
the various gauge backgrounds on non–trivial overlaps to be related in a consistent way.
Therefore, we consider open patches U (f) and U (g) around the resolutions of orbifold
singularities labeled by f and g with gauge configurations U
(f)
1 and U
(g)
1 , respectively.
The transition function g(fg) = (g(gf)−1 describes the relation between the two gauge
one–form potentials on the intersection of the two patches:
U
(g)
1 = g
(gf)(U
(f)
1 + d)g
(fg) . (45)
Given a point where (any) three patches f , g and h overlap, we need g(fg)g(gh)g(hf) = 1.
Moreover, we can identify the transition function g(fg) in the case of a U(1) gauge bundle
with a function A(fg) between the two fixed points f and g as
g(fg) = e2pii A
(fg)IHI/3 . (46)
7As explained in the previous section, the new conditions due to the presence of new compact 4–cycles
are automatically satisfied once the local conditions are.
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The function A(fg) is generically not constant. However, in the blow–down limit it be-
comes constant and can be identified with a discrete Wilson line A
(fg)
orb on the orbifold
between the fixed points f and g. In this limit, we have A(fg) ≡ A(fg)orb and for that reason
we may refer to the function A(fg) as a Wilson line on the resolved space.
The co–cycle condition g(fg)g(gh)g(hf) = 1 can be expressed in terms of the Wilson
lines as
A(fg) + A(gh) + A(hf) ≡ 0 . (47)
This condition applies to any manifold. It states conditions for the existence of a flux in
the case a space cannot be covered with a single open patch.
The construction of such Abelian gauge bundles on the resolution obtained from
gluing the local patches, as discussed above, leads to a more general class of models than
those that are obtained as blow–ups of global orbifold models: the gauge bundle on the
resolution of T 6/Z3 descents down to the orbifold gauge bundle only if an identification
V f ≡ V forb (48)
can be made at each of the resolved fixed points of T 6/Z3, as explained in (15). Thus,
the geometric condition (42) has to be imposed on the resolution shifts, too, and we have
V (f1,f2,0) + V (f1,f2,1) + V (f1,f2,2) ≡ 0 (49)
and corresponding expressions after permutations of the tori. Resolution models, that do
not satisfy this condition, nevertheless define valid supergravity compactifications, even
though they can not be associated with a global orbifold model. This shows that such
global orbifold constructions may lead only to a restrictive class of models. Since the
motivation of this paper is to study the blow–up of such global orbifolds, we enforce the
conditions (49).
Given the consistency conditions on the bundles, we can study how to compute the
spectra in the 4D models. Gauge bosons of the global unbroken 4D gauge group are
distributed over the whole resolution manifold. Let us consider the blow–up of two sin-
gularities f and g, each surrounded by an open patch. Assume that the patches have
a non–vanishing overlap. Again, we consider gauge configurations U
(f)
1 and U
(g)
1 on the
patches U (f) and U (g), respectively. Since we are interested in the resulting zero modes,
we can assume that the non–trivial topology is encoded in the background gauge config-
urations A(f)1 and A(g)1 only, i.e. they satisfy the same relation as above
A(g)1 = g(gf)(A(f)1 + d)g(fg) . (50)
The full gauge configurations U
(f)
1 is written as a sum of the background A(f)1 plus
perturbations A
(f)
1 :
U
(f)
1 = A(f)1 + A(f)1 . (51)
In this expansion we only take the untwisted modes into account. This means that we
find
A
(g)
1 = g
(gf)A
(f)
1 g
(fg) ⇒


A
(g)I
1 = A
(f)I
1 ,
A
(g)p
1 = e
2piiAI
fg
pI A
(f)p
1 ,
(52)
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after expanding the perturbations as A
(f)
1 = A
(f)I
1 HI +A
(f)p
1 Ep, with the notation of the
HI and Ep explained above (43). If we assume the overlap region of the two patches
U (f) and U (g) to be far away from the blown up singularities, the zero modes of the
perturbations are essentially constant modes. Because the constant zero modes on both
sides of the gluing region U (f)∩U (g) can be connected and stay a zero mode, they simply
have to be equal. This means that the phase must be trivial: A(fg) · p = 0. Hence, in
terms of bundle shift V and Wilson lines A(f) = A(f0) we find the projection conditions
V · p = 0, A(f) · p = 0, for f 6= 0. (53)
As compared to the maximally four projection conditions for the effective 4D gauge
group on the orbifold, we see that there are generically more and stronger conditions on
the surviving 4D gauge group on the resolution.
The main reason for the additional gauge symmetry breaking on the resolution is
that the conditions (53) are not “mod 3”, as they were in the orbifold case. This means
that we cannot neglect (triple multiples of) E8 × E8 lattice vectors and reduce to four
projections at most. In particular, this implies that an orbifold irrelevant Wilson line,
i.e. just being three times an E8 × E8 lattice vector, can have a non–trivial effect on the
resolution gauge group. In this case the same U(1) bundle is chosen at each fixed point,
but they are differently aligned in the E8×E′8. From the orbifold point of view this choice
corresponds to identical twisted states at all fixed points acquiring non–vanishing vevs
of the same magnitude, but different orientation. It will also be shown later that this can
help to ensure D–flatness for all U(1)’s.
As an example of this situation we can consider the gauge embeddings V =
(−23, 05)(08) and V ′ = (13, 3, 04)(08). They are both consistent and give rise to the same
resolution model labeled as AI with gauge group SO(10)×U(3)×E8. It is the resolution
of the orbifold model A with gauge group E6×SU(3)×E8. Nevertheless, if we consider a
compact model with one resolved singularity equipped with a V – and another one with
a V ′–embedding, such that the trivial Wilson line A = (34, 04)(08) relates them, then the
resulting gauge group is not SO(10)×U(3)× E8, but rather SO(8)×U(1)×U(3)× E8.
This can also be confirmed from the orbifold perspective, when the 27–plets of these two
fixed points develop vevs for different components.
Finally, we describe the consequence of this for the matter on the blow–up of T 6/Z3
with Wilson lines. Locally, the delocalized matter was identified by the fact that it has
a fractional multiplicity factor, 1
9
(or multiples), see section 2.4. Because it is distributed
over all patches, it feels projection conditions due to the transition functions between
the patches. Thus, given a resolved singularity, say 0, we have to impose
A(f) · p = 0 mod 3, for f 6= 0 (54)
on its delocalized matter. The localized matter, with integral multiplicity, does not reach
the overlap regions with the other patches and therefore feels no further projection
conditions. Hence, the matter representations of the localized matter just branch with
respect to the global unbroken 4D gauge group.
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fixed point matter decomposition field
(loc.) gauge group mult. local matt. 4D matt. to blow-up group redefinition
U Sector 3 (27,1)(2,2,0) (16,1)(2,2,0,−1)
E6 × SO(14)×U(1)3 (10,1)(2,2,0,2)
(1,1)(2,2,0,−4)
g1 = (θ, 0) 1 (1,14)(2,0) (1,14)(2,0,0) (1,14)(2,0,0,0) = e
−
1
2
T1(1,14)m(0,0,0,0)
E7 × SO(14)×U(1)2 1 (1,1)(−4,0) (1,1)(−4,0,0) (1,1)(−4,0,0,0) = v1eT1
3 (1,1)(0,4) (1,1)(0,2,−2) (1,1)(0,2,−2,0) = e
T1(1,1)(4,2,−2,0)
local blow-up at g1 CI
g2 = (θ, e1) 1 (27,1,1) (27,1)(0,0,0) (16,1)(0,0,0,−1)= e
T2(16,1)(0,0,0,3)
E6 × SU(3)× E8 (10,1)(0,0,0,2) = e− 12T2(10,1)m(0,0,0,0)
(1,1)(0,0,0,−4) = v2e
T2
3 (1,3,1) (1,1)(−2,−2,0) (1,1)(−2,−2,0,0)= e
T2(1,1)(−2,−2,0,4)
(1,1)(0,2,2) (1,1)(0,2,2,0) = e
T2(1,1)(0,2,2,4)
(1,1)(2,0,−2) (1,1)(2,0,−2,0) = e
T2(1,1)(2,0,−2,4)
local blow-up at g2 AI
g3 = (θ, e1 + e2) 1 (1,14)(0,2) (1,14)(0,2,0) (1,14)(0,2,0,0) = e
−
1
2
T3(1,14)m(0,0,0,0)
E7 × SO(14)×U(1)2 1 (1,1)(0,−4) (1,1)(0,−4,0) (1,1)(0,−4,0,0) = v3eT3
3 (1,1)(4,0) (1,1)(2,0,2) (1,1)(2,0,2,0) = e
T3(1,1)(2,4,2,0)
local blow-up at g3 CI
Table 5: This table gives an overview of the complete global 4D spectrum of the blown up
orbifold theory. The field redefinitions necessary to have precisely local matching between
the orbifold blow–up theory and the resolution model are indicated. The U(1)4-generators
of the 4D gauge group in blow–up are Q1 = (2, 2, 0
6)(2, 07), Q2 = (2, 0,−2, 05)(−2, 07),
Q3 = (0,−2,−2, 05)(2, 07) and Q4 = (2,−2, 2, 05)(08). There are two anomalous combinations:
Qan1 = Q1 +Q2 and Q
an
2 = Q4.
3.4 One Wilson line model with three anomalous U(1)’s
In the following we give a specific example of an orbifold model in the presence of a
discrete Wilson line, and study one of its blown up versions. On the resolution the model
has three anomalous U(1)’s. The bulk universal and the local model–dependent axions
are all involved in the anomaly cancellation.
To make the general discussion more explicit, we consider the model obtained from
the T 6/Z3 orbifold with gauge shift Vorb = (2, 2, 0
6)(2, 07) and one Wilson line Aorb =
(0,−4, 2, 05)(−2, 07) in the first complex torus. 8 First we look at the orbifold and then
investigate its resolution. Due to the Wilson line on the orbifold, the 27 fixed points are
grouped together in three sets of nine fixed points each. The three sets are characterized
8For recent work about the computation of orbifold spectra with Wilson lines see for example [5, 38].
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by the local shift vectors Vorb, Vorb + Aorb and Vorb + 2Aorb respectively. The same local
gauge group and charged matter is present at all nine fixed points of each set. Details
are given in Table 5, where representatives of the three sets of fixed points are identified
by their space group representatives g1, g2 and g3, respectively.
The next task is to find a resolution model that, in the blow down limit, reduces
to this orbifold model. We find that at the g1 singularities, we have to choose the CI
resolution, with gauge bundle defined by the blow–up shift V1 = Vorb; at the g2 singu-
larities the AI resolution, with V2 = Vorb + Aorb. Finally, at the g3 singularities we have
to choose again resolution CI, but with a different shift V3 = Vorb + 2Aorb + 3Λ, where
3Λ = (0, 6,−6, 05)(08) represents, from the orbifold perspective, an irrelevant Wilson
line, which is nevertheless crucial to ensure that V3 satisfies the local Bianchi identity.
This “irrelevant” Wilson line leads to additional gauge symmetry breaking on the res-
olution. The local gauge group and the chiral matter on each of the three sets of nine
patches can be found in table 3. The different bundle vectors V1, V2 and V3 combined
lead to further symmetry breaking of the local gauge groups at the 27 resolved fixed
points to the global 4D gauge group:
SO(10)× SO(14)× U(1)4 . (55)
Consequently, the representations of the local spectrum on each of the different fixed
point resolutions becomes
g1 : CI :
1
9
[
(16; 1)(2,2,0,-1) + (10; 1)(2,2,0,2) + (1; 1)(2,2,0,-4)
]
+ 3 (1; 1)(4,2,-2,0) ,
g2 : AI :
1
9
[
(16; 1)(2,2,0,-1) + (10; 1)(2,2,0,2) + (1; 1)(2,2,0,-4)
]
+ (16; 1)(0,0,0,3)
+3
[
(1; 1)(-2,-2,0,4) + (1; 1)(0,2,2,4) + (1; 1)(2,0,-2,4)
]
,
g3 : CI :
1
9
[
(16; 1)(2,2,0,-1) + (10; 1)(2,2,0,2) + (1; 1)(2,2,0,-4)
]
+ 3 (1; 1)(2,4,2,0) .
(56)
Comparing this with Table 3, the localized states (with integral multiplicities) are simply
branched to representations of the unbroken 4D gauge group, while some delocalized
states (with multiplicity 1/9) are projected out. Because these delocalized states live
everywhere on the compact resolution, their spectra at the three types of patches are all
the same. The complete resolution spectrum is obtained by multiplying each line of (56)
by nine.
We can also study this resolved model from the orbifold blow–up perspective: we
select a single twisted field per fixed point that attains a vev chosen along a F–flat direc-
tion, but some D–terms are induced in order to match the FI–terms of the resolution.9
We determine the gauge symmetry breaking induced by this. Each set of singularities gi
9 For complete F– and D–flatness, we can choose another vacuum configuration, defined by the
monomial (27,1)2(2,2,0)(1,1)(−4,0,0)(27,1)(0,0,0)(1,1)(0,−4,0). This means that the additional untwisted
field (27,1)(2,2,0) gets a vev leading to a further gauge symmetry break down.
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has a different blow–up mode and gauge symmetry breaking:
g1 : 〈(1; 1)(−4,0,0)〉 6= 0 : E7 × SO(14)×U(1)2 → E7 × SO(14)× U(1) ,
g2 : 〈(27; 1)(0,0,0)〉 6= 0 : E6 × SU(3)× E8 → SO(10)× U(3)× E8 ,
g3 : 〈(1; 1)(0,−4,0)〉 6= 0 : E7 × SO(14)×U(1)2 → E7 × SO(14)× U(1) .
(57)
The global 4D gauge group can be obtained as the intersection of the three local ones,
and coincides with the one given in (55). By performing the appropriate field redefinitions
on the orbifold, given in Table 5, the blown–up orbifold and the smooth resolution model
match perfectly.
Let us finally comment on the issue of anomalous U(1)’s of this orbifold model in
blow–up. As one can see from Table 5, at each fixed point the blow–up mode induces
a localized axion. We refer to these axion superfields as T1, T2 and T3, depending on
which set of nine fixed points they belong to. Together with b2, there can in principle be
four independent types of axions in the resolution model; this theory could maximally
accommodate four anomalous U(1)’s. Because the anomaly polynomial
Iˆres6 = 216F
an
1
(
3
2
(F an1 )
2 + (F an2 )
2 +
1
2
(F no)2 +
1
24
F 210 −
1
32
trR2
)
+ 216F an2
(
3
2
(F an1 )
2 + 7(F an2 )
2 +
1
2
(F no)2 +
1
8
F 210 −
7
96
trR2
)
, (58)
with F no = F1 − F2 − 2F3, is a sum of two factorized pieces, we could infer that there
are only two anomalous U(1)’s, F an1 = F1 + F2 and F
an
2 = F4. (The corresponding
charges are defined in the caption of Table 5.) However, if we more physically define the
number of anomalous U(1)’s as the number of independent massive U(1) gauge fields, the
number is three: three different vevs v1, v2 and v3 break the U(1) symmetries Q1, Q4 and
Q2, respectively. The three axions T1, T2 and T3 that do transform under three different
combinations of the U(1)’s couple to the corresponding gauge field strengths, leading to
three massive gauge fields. We can confirm this statement directly on the resolution by
considering the gauge transformations
δΛb
g1
0 = −2tr[Q1Λ] , δΛbg20 = −2tr[Q4Λ] , δΛbg30 = −2tr[Q2Λ] , (59)
obtained from (32) for the local expansions of B2 at the resolutions of the different fixed
points. Hence, these states can be identified as
bgi0 = 2 Ti, (60)
with the local axions Ti from the orbifold blow–up.
3.5 Can we blow–up a Z3 MSSM model?
We consider the Z3 orbifold model with two Wilson lines initially introduced in [2]. This
model is interesting because it was one of the first string models with Standard Model
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gauge group and three generations of quarks and leptons. A potential problem of this
model is the set of vector–like exotics in the spectrum. Only if these exotic states can
all be made heavy, the effective low energy spectrum will be identical to that of the
MSSM. The way this may happen is by turning on appropriate vevs. As vevs of twisted
states lead to blow–ups of the singularities on which they are localized, it is interesting
to investigate blow–up versions of this model. Therefore, we assume that the blow–up
of this model is generated by single vevs of twisted states at each of the 27 fixed points.
This assumption guarantees that we can rely on the Abelian bundles, constructed in
section 2.3, only. We focus on the question whether crucial properties of the MSSM are
maintained in blow–up.
The work of [2, 36] revealed the presence of two hypercharge candidates amongst
the eight U(1) factors of the model and an resulting ambiguitiy of identifying the MSSM
particle spectrum. However, for either choice the orbifold theory cannot be completely
blown up without breaking hypercharge. To resolve all singularities simultaneously, one
blow–up mode has to be chosen per fixed point. Table 1 of [36] implies that all the states
at the fixed point (n1, n3) = (−1,−1) carry the same charge under both hypercharge
candidates. Hence, by blowing up this singularity, we inevitably break hypercharge. There
is only one way to avoid the end of any phenomenology in this orbifold model in full
blow–up: the Higgs doublet H1 of the MSSM at (−1,−1) has to obtain a vev. Hence, the
blow–up procedure has the interpretation of electroweak symmetry breaking. As far as
we have been able to confirm, such a scenario still does not lead to a phenomenologically
acceptable situation, because the vanishing of all the D–terms requires the vev of H1 to
be of the order of the compactification scale, i.e. far too large.
For this reason we explore a second possibility and resolve all singularities except
the one at (n1, n3) = (−1,−1). This partial resolution can be performed in an entirely
F– and D–flat way, in all U(1) directions including the anomalous one and without
breaking the hypercharge. For F–flatness, we need higher orders in the superpotential to
guarantee that the derivative of the superpotential has a zero. For concreteness, consider
the situation in which the fields listed in Table 6 all have non–vanishing vevs. Their
gauge invariant monomial
h2 (h10)
2 (h14)
2 h15 (h17)
3 h21 (h23)
3 (h24)
2 (61)
corresponds to the following relation between the vevs [29]√
6h2 =
√
3h10 =
√
3h14 =
√
6h15 =
√
2h17 =
√
6h21 =
√
2h23 =
√
3h24 , (62)
which ensures D–flatness. In this configuration, the hypercharge is identified to be Y =
1
6
(
1
3
Q1 − 12Q2 −Q3 +Q4
)
, so that none of the blow–up modes is charged under it. Since
H1 is massless but does not constitute a flat direction of the effective scalar potential
away from this point (i.e. at least as long as supersymmetry is not broken), the Higgs
cannot acquire a vev. Consequently, electroweak symmetry breaking can only occur at
low energies. Furthermore, in this vev configuration all extra U(1)’s are broken and all
extra colour triplets acquire high masses from trilinear couplings. However, some of the
other vector–like exotics stay massless at this order in the superpotential. Thus finally,
neither the singular orbifold nor the everywhere smooth resolution of all the fixed points,
but the partial blow-up to this hybrid model can potentially save phenomenology.
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state fixed point U(1) charges hyper local
label n1 n3 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 charge Y blow-up
h2 0 0 -3 -2 3 3 -3 4 0 0 0 DI
h10 1 0 -3 -2 3 3 1 -2 2 -4 0 BI
h14 -1 0 6 4 0 0 2 4 -2 -2 0 BI
h15 0 1 -6 0 0 2 -4 0 -4 0 0 DI
h17 0 -1 0 -4 0 -2 -2 -4 4 0 0 CI
h21 1 1 -6 0 0 2 0 0 4 -4 0 CI
h23 -1 1 3 6 -3 -1 1 0 0 4 0 DI
h24 1 -1 0 -4 0 -2 2 -4 0 -4 0 CI
Table 6: The eight blow-up modes –one per resolved fixed point– are chosen to be singlets with
respect to SU(3) × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y . The notation used here follows [36].
3.6 F– and D–terms for compact blow–ups
We have mainly focused on compact resolutions with multiple anomalous U(1)’s and
corresponding FI–terms. From the orbifold perspective, we have seen that these terms
can be interpreted as non–vanishing D–terms induced by vevs of the blow–up modes.
This situation is exactly the same as explained in section 2.7. In the following, we will
discuss various possibilities to obtain stable resolutions by finding orbifold blow–ups
corresponding to vacua with F = D = 0.
The first method was discussed in the previous section, where it was necessary to
blow–up the orbifold only partially in order to obtain F = D = 0. This may seem a
rather easy way out. A more interesting possibility is that some additional matter fields,
either twisted or untwisted, take non–vanishing vevs. When more than one twisted state
develops vevs at a single fixed point, we expect a non–Abelian gauge background to be
generated on the resolution, as discussed at the end of section 2.5. A vev for an untwisted
state leads to a continuous Wilson line. An example of the latter case was presented in
Section 3.4, where the vev of the untwisted state (27, 1)(2,2,0) yielded a stable vacuum.
The general idea of a third method is to perform different blow–ups of degener-
ate fixed–points, i.e. of fixed points not distinguished by Wilson lines from the orbifold
perspective. This can be achieved by choosing different blow–up modes at the various
fixed–points. They may be either contained in different types of non–Abelian represen-
tations or in the same ones, but in different components. This allows for choosing the
vevs at the different fixed points such that all D–terms vanish globally.
We can exemplify the latter possibility by considering the blow–up of the compact
orbifold B without Wilson lines, see Section 3.1. Here, the blow–up mode is contained in
the representation (1, 3; 1, 3), denoted by the matrix C. D–flatness can be guaranteed
by assigning a vev of the same magnitude, but different orientation to each of the fields
Ci, localized at one of the 27 fixed points i = 1, . . . , 27. This corresponds to a gauge
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invariant monomial of the form
27∏
i=1
Ci , (63)
breaking the SU(3)2 factors of the 4D orbifold gauge group to U(1)4. Furthermore, F–
flatness F = 0 can be achieved at isolated points using higher order couplings in the
superpotential yielding stable SUSY preserving vacua.
4 The resolution of the C2/Z2 orbifold
Orbifold singularities of the formCn/Zn are resolved by a generalization of the procedure
given in the previous section. In this way, it is possible to approach the resolution of the
C
2/Z2 singularity that is phenomenologically relevant given that many appealing 4D
orbifold models are based on compactifications on orbifolds having C2/Z2 subsectors.
In [15] the explicit form of the resolution curvature and bundles were given for the
C
2/Z2 singularity, as well as a study of the matching of 4D models arising from the
SO(32) heterotic string quantized on the orbifold and on the resolution. We do not give
the details of that derivation, rather, we summarize the relevant results in Table 7. In the
table we give the gauge group and spectra of the three orbifold models 2A, 2B and 2C
in the first column. In the second column we list those of the three models 2AI, 2BI and
2CI obtained by compactifying 10D SO(32) supergravity on the resolution. Again, the
multiplicities are fractional and multiples of 1/16 for untwisted (non–localized) states,
and are integer or half integer for twisted (localized) states. As in the C3/Z3 case, there
is no direct matching of the spectra. They should be compared only after the blow–up
mode has developed a vev. This vev induces a Higgs mechanism on the orbifold side of the
matching partially breaking the gauge symmetry. In the mechanism, parts of the Higgs
field are “eaten” by the gauge bosons becoming massive. From the resolution perspective,
this can be seen in the multiplicities 7/8 for the states corresponding to the Higgs fields.
Indeed, such a multiplicity should be understood as an integer number (the old twisted
field multiplicity) reduced by 1/8, since 1/8 of the twisted field is incorporated in the
massive gauge fields10. All the other states match after the field redefinition given in the
third column of Table 7. No extra state becomes massive due to the fixed chirality of the
hyper multiplets in 6D.
The analysis of the matching at the pure spectrum level is thus not different from
the C3/Z3 case. On the other hand, the study of the flatness of the blow–up mode, as
well as that of anomaly cancellation, is technically very different. The first issue is due
to the structural difference between 4D and 6D SUSY, the second one due to the fact
that anomaly cancellation in 6D may proceed via two different diagrams, giving rise to
different mechanisms: one is mediated by scalars (or four–forms in a dual picture), the
other by two–forms. In the first situation the anomalous gauge boson gets a mass, in the
second case it does not. We approach these aspects in the forthcoming sections.
10Note that the gauge bosons are delocalized, thus their multiplicity is 1/16 times a factor of 2, since
they from doublets of the internal SU(2) holonomy.
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matching orbifold model resolution model field redefinitions
2A → 2AI SO(28)× SU(2)2 SO(26)× SU(2)×U(1)2
〈(28,1,2)〉
6= 0
1
16 (28,2,2)+
1
2 (28,1,2) + 2(1,2;1)
1
8 [(26,2)1,1 + (1,2)2±1,−1±1]
+ 78 [(26,1)2,-1 + (1,1)2,2]
+2(1,2)3,0
(1,1)3,0 = e
T v
(26,1)-1,-1= e
−T (26,1)2,-1
(1,2)0,0 = e
−T (1,2)3,0
(1,1)-1,2 = e
−T (1,1)2,2
2B → 2BI SO(20)× SO(12) SO(20)×U(6)
〈(1,32)〉 6= 0 116 (20,12) + 12 (1,32) 18 (20,6)1 + 78 (1,15)2
(1,1)3 = e
T v
(1,15)-1= e
−T (1,15)2
2C → 2CI U(16) SU(15)×U(1)2
〈(16)-3〉 6= 0 18 (120)2 + (16)-3
1
8 [(105)1,2 + (15)-1,6]
+ 78 (15)2,-4
(1)-3,0 = e
T v
(15)-1,-4= e
T (15)2,-4
Table 7: Details of the matching of SO(32) C2/Z2 models at the spectra level. For each reso-
lution, treated on a separate row, we list the orbifold spectrum (second column), the resolution
spectrum (third column) and the field redefinitions (fourth column) necessary to match the two
spectra. As the blow-up induces a gauge symmetry breaking the orbifold states are branched
accordingly, where we do not list those of the adjoint. Afterwards, we make a convenient U(1)–
basis change. Finally, the field redefinition clarifies the matching between the orbifold and
resolution states.
4.1 Flatness of the zero mode
The flatness study of the blow–up mode in the 6D case is different from the 4D case due
to the difference in the structure of the scalar potentials. In the 4D case the potential
for the scalars in the chiral multiplets is derived from the gauge interactions (D–term
potential) and from the superpotential (F–term potential). In the 6D case the whole
potential for the scalars in the hyper multiplets is encoded in the gauge interactions.
Indeed, the scalars Φi can be organized into doublets of a global SU(2) symmetry. The
D–terms are defined as
Da,ρ =
∑
Φ∗i,Mσ
ρ
MN t
a,ijΦj,N , (64)
where σρ are the three Pauli matrices related to the global SU(2) and ta denotes a
generator of the gauge interactions. Then, the scalar potential is just V = D2.
A detailed study of such a potential was given in [20]. There it was shown that the
D–term related to the U(1) symmetry, under which the blow–up mode is charged, cannot
be zero in case a single blow–up mode is introduced. On the contrary, as argued in [20],
flatness is always ensured in case more than a single mode is switched on, but not at the
same fixed point, i.e. in case we have a mutual blow–up of more than one singularity.
4.2 Anomaly cancellation
Let’s begin by studying the anomaly cancellation for the resolved models by integrating
the 10D anomaly polynomial over the resolution. The resulting 6D anomaly polynomial
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is
Iˆ8 = X0,4 ·Xuni4 +Xnon2 ·Xnon6 ≡ Iˆuni8 + Iˆnon8 , (65)
where
X0,4 = trR
2 − tr(iF )2 ,
Xuni4 = −
1
96
[
Tr
[
(
1
8
H2V −
3
40
)(iF )2
]
− 1
4 · (30)2 (Tr(HV iF ))
2 − 3
8
trR2
]
,
Xnon2 = −2tr [HV iF ] ,
Xnon6 = −
1
192
[
1
6
Tr(HV (iF )
3)− 1
120
Tr(HV iF )
[
1
15
Tr(iF )2 + trR2
]]
.
The generic polynomials given above are computed for the three C2/Z2 models, see
Table 8. The structure of the two terms is different, indicating different diagrams as source
for the anomaly, and slightly different Green–Schwarz mechanisms. Indeed, an anomaly
term factorized as X2 × X6 is canceled either by a scalar axion having an anomalous
variation, or, in the dual picture, by a four–form axion. In both cases, this extra degree
of freedom can be reabsorbed, fixing the gauge, into the longitudinal component of a
massive vector boson, in a way similar to the Higgs mechanism or to the standard 4D
Green–Schwarz mechanism. Instead, an anomaly term factorized as X4×X4 is canceled
by a two–form axion.
For the heterotic orbifold models the anomaly polynomial is always of the form
X4 ×X4 (see Table 8 for the explicit form for the three C2/Z2 models), and the Green–
Schwarz mechanism involves a single “axion”, i.e. the 6D components of the untwisted
B–field. So, as in the 4D case, a matching between the anomaly cancellation mechanisms
requires to take into account the field redefinitions that have to be performed during the
blowing–up procedure. Again, a relation between the anomalies on the orbifold and on
the resolution has to hold,
Iˆhet8 + Iˆ
red
8 = Iˆ
blow
8 = Iˆ
uni
8 + Iˆ
non
8 . (66)
One observes that Iˆred8 is factorized as X2×X6. Thus, the corresponding anomaly cancel-
lation mechanism induces a mass for the anomalous U(1). This is in agreement with the
fact that, from the orbifold perspective, the blow–up corresponds to a Higgs mechanism
giving a mass to the broken U(1).
About the matching of the axions and anti–symmetric tensor fields, things are less
straightforward, since in 6D the dual of bblow2 cannot be interpreted as a massless scalar.
Indeed, the matching leads to a relation among the B–fields bblow2 ≡ b2 and borb2 ≡ hhet2 ,
and the axions amd and aT , which reads as
bblow2 X0,4 + a
mdXnon6 = b
orb
2 X0,4 + a
TXred6 . (67)
As explained, the axions aT , amd and the B–fields hhet2 , b2 are forms of different degree,
namely 0–forms and two–forms. Hence, one would expect relations only between forms
of the same degree, i.e. aT ∼ amd and hhet2 ∼ b2. This would require also Xuni4 ∼ Xhet4
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anomaly polynomials
2AI
Iˆhet8 =
1
28
[
(iF26)
2 + 2(iF2)
2 + 12(iF )2 + 6(iF ′)2 −R2][−2(iF26)2 + 12(iF2)2 + 72(iF )2 + 84(iF ′)2 + 192(iF )(iF ′)−R2]
Iˆuni8 =
1
28
[
(iF26)
2 + 2(iF2)
2 + 12(iF )2 + 6(iF ′)2 −R2][−2(iF26)2 + 12(iF2)2 + 264(iF )2 + 84(iF ′)2 − 192(iF )(iF ′)−R2]
Iˆnon8 =
1
8 (iF )
{
144(iF )3 + 24 [(iF ) + (iF ′)] (iF2)
2 − 144 [(iF )− (iF ′)] (iF )(iF ′)− 3(iF )R2
}
2BI
Iˆhet8 =
1
28
[
(iF20)
2 + 2(iF6)
2 + 12(iF )2 −R2] [−2(iF20)2 + 12(iF6)2 + 72(iF )2 −R2]
Iˆuni8 =
1
28
[
(iF20)
2 + 2(iF6)
2 + 12(iF )2 −R2] [−2(iF20)2 + 12(iF6)2 + 72(iF )2 −R2]
Iˆnon8 =
1
8 (iF )
{
48(iF )3 + 8(iF6)
3 + 24(iF )(iF6)
2 − 3(iF )R2
}
2CI
Iˆhet8 =
1
28
[
2(iF15)
2 + 12(iF )2 + 80(iF ′)2 −R2] [72(iF )2 + 480(iF )(iF ′) + 800(iF ′)2 −R2]
Iˆuni8 =
1
28
[
2(iF15)
2 + 12(iF )2 + 80(iF ′)2 −R2] [72(iF )2 − 480(iF )(iF ′) + 800(iF ′)2 −R2]
Iˆnon8 =
1
8 (iF )
{
48(iF )3 − 1440(iF ′)3 + 4(iF15)3 + 6 [(iF ) + 2(iF ′)] (iF15)2
− 360 [(iF )− 4(iF ′)] (iF )(iF ′)− 3iF )R2
}
Table 8: We give the details of the anomaly cancellation in the blow-up of the various C2/Z2
SO(32) orbifold models. For each blow-up we list the orbifold anomaly polynomial Iˆhet8 after
the gauge symmetry breaking and the resolution anomaly polynomial, split into the universal
Iˆuni8 and non-universal Iˆ
non
8 parts. Traces are again implicit.
and Xred6 ∼ Xnon6 , what is in general not true, see table 8. Only model 2BI fulfills this
condition, and in such a case we deduce
b2 = h
het
2 , a
md = −8aT . (68)
For models 2AI and 2CI, instead, both Xuni4 , X
het
4 and X
red
6 , X
non
6 are not proportional,
and more work is needed in order to relate the axions and B–fields. We address this issue
in the following paragraphs.
Let us begin the discussion by listing the gauge transformations of the axions and
B–fields
Orbifold : δΛh
het
2 ր X0,4, δΛaT ր 3(iF ); (69)
Resolution : δΛb2 ր X0,4, δΛamd ր Xnon2 , (70)
where the arrowր indicates that the descent equations have to be used, and δΛ denotes a
combined gauge and Lorentz transformation. The gauge transformation of the B–fields
is model–independent and fixed, on both the orbifold and the resolution side. Hence,
we have to change our description of the physical degrees of freedom to overcome this
rigidity of (69) to be able to formulate relations between the fields on both sides. This
can be achieved by passing to the dual forms, denoted by the two–forms h˜het2 , b˜2 and
the four–forms a˜4 := a˜
T
4 , c˜4 := a˜
md
4 . The duality transformation interchanges couplings
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and gauge transformations (on the level of the anomaly polynomial). Thus, the gauge
transformations read as
Orbifold : δΛh˜
het
2 ր Xhet4 , δΛa˜4 ր Xred6 ; (71)
Resolution : δΛb˜2 ր Xuni4 , δΛc˜4 ր Xnon6 , (72)
whereas the couplings are given by the forms in (69). Precisely these gauge transfor-
mations will help us to relate the orbifold and resolution fields appropriately. We have
to express h˜het2 and a˜4 by their counterparts b˜2, c˜4 and the Abelian gauge fields, such
that both sides of these expressions transform identically under gauge transformations.
Hence, their gauge transformations produce the same term on the level of the anomaly
polynomial and the anomaly (66) is canceled.
We now apply this method to model 2CI to deduce the axion and B–field relations.
The gauge transformations for b˜2 and h˜
het
2 are given in this case, such that the difference
is just
δΛ
(
b˜2 − h˜het2
)
ր Xuni4 −Xhet4 = −
15
4
(iF )(iF ′), (73)
compare Table 8. Hence we can apply the descent equations to obtain the relation be-
tween the B–fields
b˜2 = h˜
het
2 −
15
4
(iA)(iA′). (74)
To relate also c˜4 and a˜4 we make the ansatz
c˜4 = −1
8
a˜4 + γ(iF
′)h˜het2 + (iA
′)Y3 (75)
for a free parameter γ and a three–form Y3. Using (71) we can consider the terms induced
by a gauge transformation on the level of the anomaly polynomial. This yields a factorized
expression, which justifies our ansatz (75)
Xnon6 +
1
8
Xred6 = (iF
′)
[
− 5
16
tr15 (iF15)
2 − 15
8
(iF )2 − 25
2
(iF ′)2 +
5
32
trR2
]
(76)
!
= γ(iF ′)h˜het2 + (iF
′)Y4, (77)
where the explicit expressions for Xnon6 and X
red
6 and Y4 := dY3 were used. However,
naive use of the descent equations for (iF ′)3 yields (iA′) [(iA′)(iF ′)] = 0, because iA′ is an
Abelian gauge field. Thus, this term can not be obtained from the anomalous variation
of (iA′)Y3 as Y3 had to contain [(iA
′)(iF ′)]. Consequently, (iF ′)3 has to be generated
by the anomalous transformation of h˜het2 that is determined by X
het
4 . We can use this
observation to determine γ. Fortunately, Xhet4 contains a term
25
8
(iF ′)2, see table 8, such
that we can write
Xnon6 +
1
8
Xred6 ⊃ −252 (iF ′)3
!
= γ 25
8
(iF ′)3 ⊂ γ(iF ′)Xhet4 (78)
=⇒ γ = −4. (79)
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Now, we are able to calculate Y4 by plugging in all results. Hence, we obtain
(iF ′)Y4 = X
non
6 +
1
8
Xred6 + 4(iF
′)Xhet4 (80)
= (iF ′)
[
− 5
16
tr15
(
iF 2
15
)− 3
4
(iF )2 +
15
2
(iF )(iF ′) +
9
64
trR2
]
. (81)
Finally, this results can be used for the descent equations to obtain the expression for
Y3 in terms of the Chern–Simons forms for the various characteristic classes appearing
in Y4. This concludes the explicit matching of the axions and B–fields in (74) and (75).
The methods presented above can also be used to relate the axions and B–fields
of model 2A and its resolution 2AI. However, the inconvenient numerical effort of this
calculations will prevent us from addressing this here. Let us just note that analogous
relations to the ones given above can be deduced and that c˜4 = −18 a˜4 + . . . occurs. Of
course, these new descriptions reproduce the results given above for model 2BI as we
can write h˜het2 = b˜2 and c˜4 = −18 a˜4. They automatically have the same gauge trans-
formations. After dualization of these relations we recover our old result (68), because
the factor −1
8
converts to −8. Hence, it seems also for the 6D models to be a model–
independent statement that amd = −8aT + . . ., although the precise relations are much
more complicated.
5 Conclusions and outlook
We have compared heterotic string models on orbifolds with supergravity models on
smooth compact spaces obtained by resolving the corresponding orbifold. Our motiva-
tion was to extend the physics of the orbifold constructions to regions in the moduli
space “far” away from the orbifold point. Our main focus was on heterotic E8 × E′8 su-
pergravity models assembled on resolutions of the T 6/Z3 orbifold, allowing for Wilson
lines to be present. To prepare for this analysis we considered models on resolutions
of the non–compact orbifold C3/Z3 before turning to the compact case. We achieved
full agreement between orbifold and resolved models, at the level of gauge interactions,
massless spectrum and anomaly cancellation.
First, we reviewed the construction of the non–compact C3/Z3 resolution, equipped
with a gauge flux, that we completely classified in case of an U(1) bundle background.
Then, on the level of E8 ×E′8 heterotic supergravity, we matched each C3/Z3 resolution
model, built by employing Abelian gauge bundle backgrounds, with an orbifold model.
This extends the results of [15] and [17] in the SO(32) context. We achieved the matching
by single–vev blow–ups of the orbifold model, i.e. by giving a vev to a single twisted state
along an F–flat direction of the potential. We emphasized that a single orbifold model
has different blow–ups, if multiple twisted states are present.
After this we investigated the matching in detail. We demonstrated the fundamental
importance of the blow–up mode to obtain full agreement of the spectra as well as the
anomaly cancellation mechanisms in both theories. First, we used the blow–up mode
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to perform field redefinitions of the matter fields on the orbifold, so that the massless
spectrum, including the U(1) charges, coincided with the one on the resolution. Then,
we showed how the Higgs mechanism caused by the vev of the blow–up mode relates
the maximally two anomalous U(1)’s on the resolution to the potential anomalous U(1)
of heterotic orbifolds. A detailed analysis of the identification of the axions entering
anomaly cancellation was performed: In the resolved models two axions take part in
the cancellation of the two anomalous U(1)’s. Both are among the three zero–modes of
the 10D anti–symmetric tensor field BMN . Two zero–modes fill the whole internal space
and are just constant in the blow–down limit. But only one of those has an anomalous
variation and therefore corresponds to a 4D axion. From the orbifold perspective this
untwisted state can be identified as the model–independent axion. The third zero–mode
of BMN is peaked around the singularity, hence this model–dependent axion should be
identified with a twisted state. It is precisely the counterpart of the blow–up mode on the
orbifold. All this shows that the blow–up mode is the crucial ingredient in the matching
between the orbifold and resolution models.
Since we matched SUSY orbifold models with SUSY resolved models, it was decisive
to ensure F– and D–flatness of the blow–up mode. This could always be achieved up
to a single D–term: precisely the one corresponding to the U(1) gauge symmetry that
is anomalous on the resolution but not on the orbifold. This is to be expected, because
when a U(1) anomaly is cancelled via the Green–Schwarz mechanism, a Fayet–Iliopoulos
term is generated in the potential. The resolution model accommodates two anomalous
U(1)’s and two FI terms, while the orbifold model has only a single anomalous U(1) and
a single FI term. From the orbifold perspective, the additional FI term on the resolution
is induced by the vev of the blow–up mode.
Next we focused on the central theme of this work, the study of resolution models
of the compact T 6/Z3 orbifold. We resolved it by replacing each of the 27 singularities
with a copy of the smooth space used in the non–compact case. In the transition to the
compact case the superpotential is modified: new couplings arise among states localized
in different fixed points, as well as among states at the same fixed point. Nevertheless
switching on the same blow–up mode at all fixed points is still F–flat. This demonstrates
that T 6/Z3 orbifold models in the absence of Wilson line can be blown up by simply
joining 27 identical copies of the C3/Z3 resolution.
Discrete Wilson lines on compact orbifolds constitute a crucial ingredient of heterotic
orbifold model building. Therefore, reproducing them on smooth spaces provides a defi-
nite step forward, towards the construction of realistic models in blow–up. On a compact
resolution, discrete Wilson lines correspond to the possibility of having different gauge
fluxes wrapping different cycles of resolved singularities. In the large volume limit, or,
equivalently, in the blow–down limit, they are identified with the transition functions
connecting patches surrounding different resolved singularities. We have demonstrated
how to compute the resulting gauge group and matter spectrum in the presence of
such transition functions; they generically lead to more gauge symmetry breaking than
discrete Wilson lines on orbifolds. In particular, we can have transition functions that
correspond to trivial discrete Wilson lines from the orbifold perspective, but that still
induce some gauge symmetry breaking in the resolved models. Then, we investigated the
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structure of anomaly cancellation in the presence of discrete Wilson lines. Contrarily to
the non–compact case, more than two anomalous U(1)’s may be present.
As an application of our general principles, we considered the resolution of a semi–
realistic T 6/Z3 MSSM model studied in [2]. We found that no complete blow–up is
possible using U(1) fluxes without breaking the hypercharge of the model.
Finally, we also considered theC2/Z2 orbifold, in the same spirit as in theC
3/Z3 case.
We reviewed the matching of the spectra and the computation of anomaly polynomials
done in [20], showing how to match, via field redefinitions, the blown–up and resolved
spectra at the level of both non–Abelian and Abelian charges, and thus how to match
the anomaly cancellation mechanism, completing the results of [20]. The corresponding
identification of axions and anti–symmetric tensor fields is much more cumbersome than
in the C3/Z3 case; we explained details of the matching in one specific example.
As mentioned above, our main motivation was to extend the power of the orbifold
construction to regions of the moduli space where direct string quantization is very
difficult to perform. This is crucial if we want to address issues like moduli stabilization
or the study of the “landscape” of heterotic models. Moreover, this is essential when
the orbifold model is driven away from the orbifold point by a Fayet–Iliopoulos term
corresponding to an anomalous U(1). Since many resolved models constructed in this
work contain anomalous U(1)’s, they do not provide stable endpoints of such flows. As
we indicated, stable vacua can be obtained by vevs at different fixed points conspiring
to lead to vanishing D–terms, or by multiple vevs at some fixed points. We believe that
stable points in the moduli space with multiple vevs can be brought forth by smooth
non–Abelian flux compactifications.
We found that many of the blown–up models can be reproduced as resolved models
with U(1) fluxes. But there is also a large class of orbifold blow–ups that do not lead to
Abelian bundles. Of course, the “standard embedding” provides an example of a non–
Abelian SU(3) background. However, there should be many non–Abelian flux models
induced by giving vevs to more than one twisted states in the blow–up procedure. It
would be interesting to understand, what background flux can be reproduced by such
multiple vevs. We hope that the classification and matching we performed, will prove
helpful to determine the topological properties of the required non–Abelian bundles.
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